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Racial-Nationalist
Adoption/Adaption Process
By Robert A. DeMarais, Ph.D.
In the June 1995 Liberty Bell, Joseph D . Pryce ofFered the story
o f his o w n conversion to racial n a t i o n a l i s m ( R N ) . H e suggested
someone analyze his case history to develop a theory of conversion.
T h e theory would be used to aid the transformation of others.
Being, perhaps, the only racial-nationalist marketing professor,
the duty falls to me. T h i s article offers a preliminary framework for
the process of conversion to racial nationalism. It is based o n established theory o f adoption o f innovation. I n addition to M r . Pryce's
conversion, I will review the conversion o f A d o l f Hitler.
Converting to racial naUonalism is not an events It is a process
lasting several years. Because racial nationalism is so different from
the mainstream view, one cannot adopt it the same way we might
adopt the use of the microwave oven. Conversion is a struggle of the
will. O n e must adapt himself as well as adopt racial-nationalist ideas.
Conversion stories are critical to the movement, A defining m o ment for the politically unattached Hitier was the reading of A n t o n
Drexler's booklet. My PoliticalAwakingln
turn, millions have been
deeply affected by reading the story o f Hitier's conversion.
Mein Kampf {My Struggle) is n o t the struggle o f a h u n g r y
worker w i t h communist labor thugs. Neither is it about street and
beer hall brawls. T h e struggle was one of Hider's conversion to and
mastery of the beliefs, concepts and strategies of national socialism.

Racial Nationalism Conversion Process

Individuals adopting and adajpting to fadal-nationalism (RN) go through
a five-stage process that one ban remember with the acronym A I E T A
— Awareness, Interest, Evaluation, Trial, and Adoption (See Figure 1),

Figure 1: Ilacial Nationalism
Conversion Process
» Awareness.Prospect becomes aware that a R N p h i l o s o p h y
and movement exists, but is n o t motivated to seek informa-
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cion.
» Interest. Prospect is motivated/stimulated to seek informadon
about R N . Ends when he actively seeks informadon.
» Evaluation. Prospect considers whether to try R N as a personal creed. End when he thinks, "Yes, this may be for me,"
» Trial. Prospect tries to improve his esdmate of the worth of
R N . May attend meetings, tentatively join an organization, or
just think about the risk versus reward of being a R N .
» Adoption Decides to become a full and dedicated racial nationalist.
In the conversion process, impersonal information sources—•
pamphlets, signs, advertisements—tend to be more important in the
early process stages. Personal sources tend to be more important in
the later stages. For example, people like to be personally invited
(even i f by letter) to attend a meeting or join an organization. Surprisingly, people view radio programs as semi-personal and, thus, radio programs are important in all stages.

Recruit Echelons
All people do not adopt a new idea at the same rate. They convert in groups or echelons. Early converts to racial nationalism have
different personalities and thus the recruiting methods must change
as the movement grows. Furthermore, each of these echelons has different skills to offer the movement. For example, many of the leaders
will not come from the first echelon of converts. We must divide
those who will eventually adopt R N into five echelons.
If 10,000,000 activists will eventually accept R N , then the first
echelon of 2.5% or 250,000 patriots are the Vanguard This percentage is somewhat arbitrary and is based on the properties of a bell
curve. The next 12.5% or 1,250,000 are the Leader Patriots. The
third echelon of 35% are the Early Mass Patriots_and is followed by
2 — Liberty Bell / November 1995

the fourth echelon of 35%, the Late Mass Patriots. The last echelon
of 15% are the Rear Guard Patriots..
Vanguard Patriots. Almost everyone in the R N movement in
1995, is a Vanguard Patriot. As compared to later converts to R l ^ ,
the Vanguard is more willing to take risks, either because they afe
naturally brave or because they are relatively unattached. Unattached
means unattached to anything that makes one risk averse: uriattached to family responsibilities, financial obligations, church, fraternal group, social contacts, or a politically sensitive job.
Those in the Vanguard are more educated and use information
sources outside of the mainstream media and their local communiity.
They read. Initial contact with most will be in some written forrn—
print advertisement, pamphlet, or book. The new radical radio industry offers a new medium to reach these information seekers.
Vanguard coverts are independent idealists and are hard to organize. Generally, they don't swim In the mainstream of society and
thus have fewer social contacts and are not particularly good communicators. Most are lacking In leadership ability. O n the positive
side, they are intelligent, and have strong will and courage.
It is absolutely essential that the movement support the few
good leaders who will come from this group. If die Vanguard is not
won and their force is not harnessed, the movement will never succeed. The second group, Leader Patriots, will not join the batrie tintil the Vanguard is heavily engaged.
Leader Patriots. This group is called Leaders for two reasons.
First, they are in front of the main body or mass of patriots. More
significantly, they are a group of natural leaders who will fill many of
the critical mid-level and high-level posts in any successful movement.
Although the Leader Patriots are more risk adverse than the
Vanguard, they also have great courage. This group is bold but not
reckless. They will join only when they perceive a reasonable possibility of victory.
Leader Patriots have many social contacts and are an integral
part of their communities. Many are now leaders and they have the
managerial expertise and financial resources to rapidly expand the
movement. They are respected sources of information (opinion leaders) and role models.
'
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Leader Patriots read, though not quite so much as the Vanguard, and their sources are somewhat more mainstream. Personal
contact is important i n recruiting Leader Patriots; many will not
coinmit until they have talked to a movement leader. They are excellent communicators.
In a sense, the Leader Patriots legitimize the movement. Once
they have been won over, the later groups are virtually guaranteed to
follow. But where? One risk is that some of the Leader Patriots may
seek to coopt the movement for their own purposes. The Vanguard
must firmly establish direction and buttress its key leaders before the
Leader Patriots join the batde.
Early Mass Patriots. The Early Mass is the most deliberate
group. They will convert when they perceive the batde is necessary
and the R N movement is likely to win. They are slightly above average in education are socially active but are hot leaders.
Early Mass Patriots rely on informal informadon sources and are
likely to have contact with and follow the Leader Patriots. Direct
contract with recruiters (salesmen) will be successful In converting
this group.
Late Mass Patriots. This group is below average in education and
will be skeptical about the movement. They are the most suscepdble
to social pressure. They may not lead, but when the pressure is on,
they will not be left behind. They belong to few organizations, are
not opinion leaders, and don't read.
Rear Gmrd Patriots. The Rear Guard are ttadltion-bound and
loyal to something else—church. Populists, Republicans, or the current government. They are outright suspicious of new movements
and will not convert until the object of their existing loyalty collapses. They may arrive late for many of the battles but once converted they will become intensely loyal.
The Rear Guard tends to be the least educated and least socially
active and is oriented toward their local community. In sharp contrast to a Rear Guard Patriot, we now turn to a discussion of the
conversion of a Vanguard Patriot.
^

The Conversion of Pryce
' In this section, the conversion of Joseph Pryce is briefly summa4 —Liberty Bell / November 1995

rized within the framework of the R N conversion process.
Pre-Awareness. As One would expect with many Vanguard Patriots, Pryce was a reader. During the pre-awareness stage, M r . Pryce
discovered many inconsistencies in the establishment view—for example, (1) in stories about Germany and Hider, (2) in conservatives'
unwillingness to admit the Jewish-Bolshevik connection, and (3) in
publications' differential treatment of Hider versus Stalin and Mao.
Awareness. Thro.ugh a "fortunate series of accidents" he found
Nietzsche and Wagner and experienced an "excitement of discovery."
Interest. By combining these accidents with his interest in western civilization, he developed into a Germanophile, devouring writings covering the specttum from Freud to books about Hider. The
clear anti-German bias he detected, led him to begin actively evaluating alternatives.
Evaluation. "What was I to do? Could I become a Nihilist...?"
Although at this point he doesn't say, Pryce was probably reading
some National Socialist material. Once he had tentatively eliminated
the other alternatives, he might have begun to ask himself questions
like, 'Am I becoming a racialist?' If so, he was moving into the trial
stage.
Trial. At this point, Pryce would have made a tentative decision,
but realizing the potential risk—the social and financial cost of conversion—he must have been mentally trying on National Socialism.
He may have attended some meetings or answered some ads. While
most fail at this stage, he passed to the final stage.
Adoption. The decision process took several years but Pryce was
now a committed racial nationalist. One or more moments must
have marked his conversion—joining an organization, giving a
speech, writing an article, or openly tell his friends he had made the
decision.
O n adoption, M r . Pryce discovered a new reality with a real and
natural vision of the future. For example, from his new perspective he
now realized tiiat mainstream Christians were "groveling in die mud."
Let us turn to anodier story of a Vanguard Patriot's conversion.

The Conversion of Hitler

Hitler's fascinating story of conversion is told In the chapter
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"Years o f Study and Suffering i n V i e n n a " i n Mein
Kampf{hdo^
page numbers reference tlie M a n h e i m translation)
Pre-Awareness. A t an early age, A d o l f H i t l e r was a dedicated
German nationalist, an avid reader, and was interested i n the meaning of history. H e was angered by political issues and the lies i n the
press, but tried to keep silent.
However, "Thus far I d i d n o t so m u c h as suspect the existence
o f organized opposition to the Jews" (p. 52). " F o r the Jew was still
characterized for me by nothing but his religion, and therefore, on
the grounds o f tolerance, I maintained m y rejection o f religious attacks..." (p. 52). H i t l e r ' s unwillingness was magnified by the l o w
credibility he assigned to anti-Semitic newspapers.
Awareness. "For a few hellers I bought the first anti-Semitic pamphlet o f m y life. Unfortunately, they [the pamphlets] all proceeded
from the supposition that i n principle the reader knew or even understood the Jewish question to a certain degree" (p. 56). Besides the pamphlet's tone was also bad. [Perhaps they used ternis like Z O G that were
not defined or supported and initially seemed cmde to Hider.]
Interest. However, based on the pamphlet, Hitler was motivated
to evaluate, but not widiout great mental anguish, "I relapsed for weeks
at a time, once for even months. T h e whole thing seemed to me so
monstrous, die accusations so boundless, that, tormented by the fear of
doing injustice, I again became anxious and uncertain" (p. 56).
Evaluation. A s part o f his evaluation, H i d e r began to observe
Jews i n V i e n n a i n a different and more critical light. H e was n o w
seeing Jews i n their own culture and concluded: Z i o n i s m is incompatible with German Nationalism.
H e began to evaluate the sources of the decay of German society
and morals. " T h e fact that nine tenths o f all literary filth, artistic
trash, a n d theatrical i d i o c y can be set to the account o f a people,
constituting hardly one hundredth o f all the country's inhabitants,
could simply not be talked away; it was the plain truth" (p. 58).
" A n d I n o w began to examine m y beloved w o r l d press' f r o m
this point o f view" (p. 58), H e noted that the writers were Jews.
"Gradually I became uncertain" (p. 59).
T r i a l . Hitler now had made a preliminary decision but was carefully observing his world to confirm or deny it. " M y views w i d i re6 — Liberty Bell / November
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gard to anti-Semitism thus succumbed to the passage o f time, this
was m y greatest transformation of all. It cost me the greatest inner
soul struggles, and only after months o f battie between reason and
my sentiments d i d m y reason begin to emerge victorious. T w o years
later, m y sentiment had followed m y reason, and from then on became its most loyal guardian and sentinel" (p. 55).
" A thousand things that I had hardly seen before now struck m y
notice, and others, w h i c h had previously given me food for thought,
I now learned to grasp and understand" (p. 58).
"I no longer avoided discussion of the Jewish question; no, n o w
I sought i t " (p. 60).
" W h e n I recognized the Jew as the leader of the Social D e m o c racy, the scales d r o p p e d f r o m m y eyes. A l o n g soul struggle had
reached its conclusion" (p. 60).
A d o p t i o n . "I had at last come to the conclusion that the Jew was
no German" (p. 61), "I had ceased to be a weak-kneed cosmopolitan
and become an anti-Semite" (p, 64),
A p p a r e n t l y , H i t l e r was always a racialist. T h a t is, he was i n tensely nationalistic. H i s struggle took place before W W I and racialism was not as politically incorrect as it is today, Hitier's conversion
was to anti-Semitism.
Today's recruits must transform themselves into both racialists
and anti-Semites. A n open admission o f both is one sign of full conversion. However, it is only one sign. Another is a fanatical commitment: loyalty, single purpose, persistent dedication, and hard work.

Importance of Conversion Stories
Conversion stories have another use besides building a theory of
how to recruit. These stories are an essential tool for moving recruits
through the trial stage. In the Introduction to this article, I mentioned A n t o n Drexler's booklet, My Political Awaking thzt was fascinating to Hider.
The story i n the booklet was more than fascinating, it was successful. B y pushing his pamphlet into Hider's'hand, Drexler had begun to
recruit H i d e r . A few days after reading Drexler's conversion story,
Hider also had converted. H e immediately joined die Drexler's organization, which was to build into die National Socialist Party.
Liberty Bell / November
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Conversion stories are a Icey tool in moving recruits from the
trial stage into adoption. They tell recruits, "You are not alone."
Others have made the same mental struggle and arrived at the same
inevitable conclusion.

Preliminary Conclusions
Time Consuming Process. For most people, conversion or
adapting to racial nationalism is a long process. Jarah B. Crawford
[Liberty Belt, July 1995] was quite put out with a 24 year-old architect. After she read one of his radical manuscripts, she replied, "But I
don't agree with you about the Jews."
What could one expect her to say? I doubt anyone embraces the
first anu-Semidc material they see—Mr. Pryce didn't, Hider didn't,
this writer didn't, and I doubt Mr. Crawford did.
Mr. Crawford did implant a hypothesis in the young lady's mind:
"Jews are bad?" If she is an open-minded information seeker, she will
now evaluate what she reads and sees in light of that hypothesis.
Occasionally, the young architect needs to be reminded of the
hypothesis and occasionally be offered more material. However, the
material must be based on facts and figures and not contain any angry outbursts or in-house language such as Z O G .
Cast a Wide Net. Because the process takes so long, recruiters
should seek those who have made it through the first stage or two on
their own. These people are either interested in or actively evaluating
a race issues.
Because, the Vanguard are informadon seekers they are likely to
be found in a wide variety of places and contacted through a wide
variety of media. Many of them will respond to sincere offers of informadon on race.
Recruiters are advised not to hide their message under the headlines of tax, welfare, crime, gun control, etc. Instead, clearly mendon
race in headlines and link it with some other issues. Prospects are
looking for cues and will spot loaded words like "race."
Different Media for Different Stages. The Vanguard and Leaders want hard informadon including specific numbers and names,
not vague generalities or name calling. This writer began his acdve
conversion when he heard Kevin Alfred Strom on the radio. Strom
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mention a Liberty Bell a.tticlc by D r . Charles E . Weber [March
1993]. It listed die number of Jews appointed by President Clinton.
It Was pardal proof of the hypothesis earlier implanted in my mind.
Hard data for informadon seekers means written informadon.
Spoken messages are perishable, diey cannot be stored and later referenced.
Early media includes pamphlets and radio programs. The radio
programs and pamphlets must contain sincere ofifers of more information. Offer only material that will convert them. Reserve fund
raising or hard-core material for the already-converted.
Information seekers often spend money for written material.
They expect to pay; charge them a fair price for informadon. Impersonal information offers (to strangers by mail or radio) should require a payment even if its only $1 or "enclose SASE." Prospecdve
recruits will be wary of the possible commitment by accepdng anything free. [Handing people free pamphlets at public gatherings is,
of course, acceptable.]
Later in the recruit's adoption process, personal contact becomes
important. This can include one-on-one meetings, small gatherings,
monthly meetings or conferences/seminars.
Fits and Starts. Like Hider, few people will complete the process without occasionally being overwhelmed. Overwhelmed means
they will put away the written material for several months.
It might pay recruiters to reuse lists of previous book buyers who
have not purchased for a year or two.
For prospects who might eventually convert, recruiters should
occasionally (every three to six months) send them another cue:
pamphlet, xerox of an article, or again invite them to a meeting.
Keep the hypo diesis planted and give them somewhere to send for
more information.
Perhaps most importantly, we must remember that we are now
recruiting Vanguard Patriots and perhaps a few Leader Patriots.
These people cannot be pushed. However, if we don't speed up their
conversion, we will fail. Sign posts and offers of direction are critical.
Prospecting for Vanguard recruits involves planting and replanting
the racial hypothesis and offering information..
•
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'^RANTISM^AND "SHERMANISM
by
Allan

Callahan

It is probably common today for most people to look upon
modern warfare as being much more "humane" than it used to be.
They have read of conquered peoples being sold into slavery in ancient times, and sometimes put to the sword. Nothing like that happens today, they assert. N o , it doesn't happen today because the
Machine Age made the slave obsolete, and we no longer fight with
swords. But civilians are still singled out for attack, as the democracies proved, in a big way, in WWII. One word for this, coined during the Civil War, was "Grandsm." Onto the shoulders of Ulysses S.
Grant was laid the moral responsibility for the way the war was
waged. William Tecumseh Sherman received much blame in the
South, too, because of his infamous "March to the Sea." It appears
that he deserves to have an "ism" placed behind his name fully as
much as Grant did. The "March" seems to have been Sherman's
idea, but Grant approved of it, because he was willing to ignore the
modern rules of war to achieve victory. Robert E. Lee was not willing to ignore them. He said: "There are diings a gendeman does not
do." Sherman was born in 1820. His father, a judge, died when the
boy was around nine, and the family scattered. He was taken in and
raised by the family of Hon. Thomas Ewing, who got him into West
Point when he became of age. After years of service, he resigned
from the army, went into banking for awhile, then pracdsed law until 1859. In Feb, of 1861 he became president of a Saint Louis railroad company, but this didn't last long. In May of that year he went
back into the army, as a colonel.
Sherman seems to have been a man wracked by doubts and insecurity, the latter maybe being caused, at least in part, by his feeling
of being abandoned as a youth. At base he was an angry man, prone
to rage. His marriage ran into difficulries.
His detractors said that he never won a battle against an enemy
of equal strength. He never fully understood the origins of the war.
Sent to Kentucky in 1861, he fell into depression, couldn't sleep,
was sure that his own forces were inadequate, felt that the Union
10 — Liberty Bell / November 1995

cause was hopeless, and saw spies everywhere.
He never fully supported the goals of the war, and had contempt
for negroes. A t the start of the war he even had contempt for the
Union itself, and didn't bother to vote. Before hostiUties broke out
he told Secretary of War Cameron: " I do recoil from a war when
the negro is the only question."
Also at the beginning of the war he had a fondness for the
South. Sherman knew Southerners well, admired them, and didn't
hold dieir institution of slavery against them. He wrote to his daughter that Southerners must be subdued "but we mean them no
harm," and urged her not to use words like "rebels" and "traitors"
when referring to them.
Gradually his feelings toward the Union became more favorable,
he became a "conditional Unionist," and this feeling hardened as the
conflict dragged on. At one time he almost destroyed himself, but finally snapped out of his depression after the battie of Shiloh. Here,
serving under Grant, he won a military and personal victory. He still
had rages, but whereas he first swallowed them and directed them
against himself, in self-reproach, he now directed them against the
enemy, at first, against enemy forces, and later, against civilians, also.
He stated that " die best military strategy is to attack civilians,"
His chance to put this into practice, on a large scale, came after
he occupied Adanta on September 8, 1864, and this was due mainly
to a mistake of his opponent, Confederate Gen. Hood, who sent his
cavalry too far to the Union rear to be able to recall them in time.
Sherman could then direct his rage against civilians, but first he had
to get permission from Grant, which he did.
The inhabitants of Atlanta were given five days to evacuate the
city. Fire and explosives were then used to level it. This done, Sherman's soldiers then embarked on their "March to the Sea," destroying the homes and food supplies of the civilian population. Other
smaller towns suffered the same fate as Adanta, and all told, an area
of cultivated land larger than Belgium and Holland together was
devastated.
Sherman may be best remembered for his statement that "war is
hell." His own actions against the civilian population made his part
in the Civil War much more hellish than it should have been^__
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At any rate, this statement does not seem to have had much effect on men's decisions on whether to go to war or not. Wars have
not slacked off any.
His belief that "the best military strategy is to attack civilians"
may have had great ciffect upon the thinking of the U.S. and Britain
in W W I I . Their "carpet bombing" of civilians in large cities indicates that it did. In passing, it could be said that, terrible as Sherman's actions were, at least they took place during wartime. After
W W I I had ended, the American and French armies in Europe annihilated around one million German P.O.Ws, most of them perishing in American camps under control of part-Jew Gen. Dwight D .
Eisenhower. The deaths in these overcrowded and appallingly unsanitary camps were deliberate, caused by starvadon, disease and exposure. The Americans had plenty of food, and also refused to let
locals bring in food. Sometimes guards even denied the prisoners
water fotsevenl days at a dme. The meager food rations ceaused a
high daily deadi rate, but when water was also withheld, the P.O.Ws
"died like flies." Grant and Sherman were cruel; Elsenhower was unspeakable.
•
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1945: CAPITALIST/COMMUNIST
VICTORY
1995: FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF
ARYAN DEFEAT
by
Colin Jordan
In this issue the series "The Way Ahead" is interrupted (for
resumption next issue) i n order to bring out now the first part of
a comprehensive answer to the 50th anniversary of the victory of
the capitalist/communist alliance against National-Socialist
Germany i n World War II. This commencing instalment in this
series comments on the celebration itself; identifies the basic
reason for the war; and exhibits the ultimate aims i n it and
consequences of it. Further instalments from time to time,
interspersed with further instalments i n 'The Way Ahead"
series, will deal with the path to war; the course of the war and
particularly the Allied atrocities during it; and finally the nature
of the "liberation" r e s u l t i n g from the A l l i e d victory. The
composition and production of the projected sequel to the book
'Merrie England 2,000", which is to deal with a British uprising,
has had to be long postponed to allow for this priority of writing.
On May 8, 1995, Britain's traditional May Day holiday was
replaced by a celebration of the defeat of National-Socialist
Germany and its European alhes. Union Jack flags—normally
kept out of sight these days as somewhat jingoistic, i f not
positively racist and thus offensive to our new, super-tanned
black and brown Britons who now so largely decide what we are
allowed—were brought out plentifully everywhere, albeit many
of them hoisted upside down on flagpoles by the unaccustomed
pseudo-patriots.
Reporting the j u b i l a t i o n outside Buckingham Palace,
residence of our monarch of multiracialism there displaying
herself with others of her renegade royal family, London's Daily
Telegraph ( M a y 9, 1995) recorded an exultant crowd of
'Hundreds of thousands, sporting Union flags to a man, woman
and child". Incandescent w i t h self-satisfaction at their
monumentally superficial display of a sterile pretence of
patriotism, such vacuous exhibitors are characteristicallj^ilgYgS
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moved to do anything eflfective for the survival and revival of our
race and nation because this would run contrary to the
overriding rules of 'political correctness", conducive to national
and racial decline and ruin, conformity to which is their
dominant concern.
Next, the newspaper regaled us with a particularly striking
revelation of such superficiality from one of royalty's household
retainers. 'TMiss Tiggy Legge-Bourke, the Prince of Wales's social
secretary, was particularly prominent among this swaying
multitude, thanks to a vivid pair of Union flag shorts." The inner
being of Britain may disappear, but, as long as Tiggy's shorts
stay on and up, seemingly for these freaks of makebelieve the old
country and its people remain i n fine fettle.
Continuing its rhapsodic report of the revelry of a mad
multitude, seemingly content to dance at Britain's funeral and
call it a triumph, the Daily Telegraph recorded that "On went the
singing, the royal trio joining i n to Rule Britannia, Land of Hope
and Glory..." Such was the self-congratulatory carnival of
commemoration of Britain's ghastly war of self-mutilation
enacted i n ' t h e mongrelizing metropolis of an island where
Britannia no longer rules the waves, and the native Britons no
longer fully and finally possess and control the acres: a land uith
hardly any real cause for hope for the future, and even less
evidence of present glory.
As the pages of ecstatic print reached the breakfast tables
the next morning, those two paramount, plastic products of the
Democratic politics of the West, Messrs. Major and Clinton, were
to be found i n Moscow i n the company of their similarly plastic
prot^g^ of the Kj-emlin, acclaiming and commemorating there
the wartime t r i u m p h of Democracy's stable companion,
Bolshevist barbarism, with all its outstanding horrors.
The May 1995 festivity over the crushing of Germany has
been shortly followed in August of this same year by another
bout of blindfold jubilee over the crushing of Japan. The dust
having now settled, after all the prancing and postulating
marking the two events, we can now proceed to strip away the
glutinous gloss given to them, and to survey the realities of
World War II.
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RITUAL SACRIFICE TO "VICTORY"
At the outset of the unveiling, attention needs to be paid to a
keynote of a h a p p e n i n g t i m e d to coincide w i t h the
commemoration of victory i n Europe half a century ago. This was
the arrest here of an alleged war c r i m i n a l , a worn-out
84-year-old man from Belarussia who made the mistake all that
time ago of wanting with the aid of Germany the liberation of his
country from Bolshevist barbarism. Known to his neighbours as
quiet, gentle and helpful, Siemion Serafinowicz, now resident i n
Britain as a British citizen, has been selected to figure i n this
victory anniversary year as a symbolic sacrifice on the altar of
victors' vengeance.
This forthcoming routine of ritual persecution to mark the
remembrance of "victory" and its meaning results from years of
persistent pressure by those here and throughout the world who
claim it to be a requirement and thus a right of their religion to
slaughter animals ritually, despite the suffering. The ritual
slaughter of Serafinowicz—who will surely be brought to his
death by stress and penury, i f not by formal sentencing reeks of
the pestiferous exhortations of that evil apostle of Talmudic
vengeance, Elie Wiesel. In his book 'T,egends of our Time" he
declared: "Every Jew, somewhere i n his being, should set apart a
zone of hate—healthy, v i r i l e hate—for what the German
personifies and for what persists i n the German."
Significantly, this oracle of Hebrew race-hatred remains
respected not prosecuted i n the West where critics of the Jews
are persecuted and penalized for racial patriotism. Indeed, such
is his an-ogance, reflective of the world ascendancy of Jewry as a
prime consequence of Allied victory, that he recently urged the
German parliament to take the 50th anniversary of German
defeat as the occasion for a groveling performance of penitence:
to plead in the name of all Germans to all Jews in the world for
forgiveness" {Jewish Chronicle, A p r i l 21, 1995). T h i s
recommendation matched that of Germany's Bundestag Speaker,
Jewess Rita Siissmuth, who at the end of 1493 urged that
"Yiddish should be used in Europe as a bridge to heal the wounds
of the past" {Jewish Chronicle, December 3, 1993).
In confronting the demented delusions surrounding and
issuing from the capitalist/communist victory of 1945 with the
truths of the Aryan defeat which was the reality of that time and
event, we are up against a persisting iron curtain of suppression
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of information. Joined to this is an intensive mental conditioning
of the public over decades by a very powerful and thoroughly
partisan media.
DEMOCRACY'S GREAT PRETENCE

Ludicrously the tame citizen of Democracy i n a mass of
millions believes that he orshe is a free person, properly
informed of the evils of the war time enemy and the virtues of
the opposing system, and thereby the causes, course and
consequences of the Second World War i n defence of the latter
against the former. That conditioned person has no awareness
that the British public has never been allowed to learn the truth
about National Socialist Germany, only a torrent of distortions
at the best, and otherwise downright lies. According to the
fantasy implanted i n that zombie's mind, H i t l e r was an
unmitigated monster, a foaming madman without a single,
redeeming feature, who sought to conquer and enslave the whole
world. His system was a complete hell on earth containing
nothing good. Above all, he and his bestial accomplices, as their
supreme crime, were the persecutors and exterminators of
millions of lovable, more or less faultless, god-chosen Jews, an
unparalleled enormity which has daily to be remembered and
recited for eternity.
Persons imbued with this solidified fantasy are without
perception that their ossified state of mind is produced by a
purported "free press" which actually is a fettered press
responsive to the r u l i n g interests governing from the
background, the same being true of the other arms of the
controlling media, namely radio and television. They are
unaware that their vaunted and cherished system of Democracy
is actually nothing but a great pretence, a huge confidence trick,
a colossal swindle. They fondly imagine that dictatorship only
happens abroad, there feeding falsehood to its fortunate subjects
to the extent of creating a dream world. They do not realize that
dictatorship operates here incognito, exercising a rigorous
censorship to exclude dangerous ideas conducive to a racial
awakening and a national resurgence, while moulding the mind
to a frame amenable to and beneficial to that dictatorship; a
combination effectively making them dwellers in a dream world.
Deluded thus, the citizens of Democracy are unable to
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recognize their own mental image i n the mirror. They are unable
to perceive that they have been made thoroughly PPC, meaning
Processed Politically Correct. By the communistic influences of
contemporary capitalism there has been implanted i n their
captive craniums, along with all other cerebral concoctions, a
completely false view of World War H , cause, course and
consequences.
COMMEMORATIONS PROPAGANDA PURPOSE

Anyone who believes that the prime objective of the
power-wielders of Democracy i n promoting their victory
commemoration has been simply and purely to honour the Allied
dead, and to pay tribute to all the exertions in the name of
country and supposedly for the sake of nation by those who
survived that conflict, is PPC indeed. For the rulers i n the
background the prime purpose of the exercise has been to take
up and exploit the occasion as a peg for propaganda. It has been
assessed as a glorious opportunity for a refurbishment of all the
old wartime and post-war denigration of National-Socialism.
Within that it has afforded a wonderfully convenient occasion for
an extravaganza of yet more Hebrew holocaust indoctrination.
Altogether it has served as a splendid pretext for freshly
vaccinating the domesticated dupes of Democracy against
contamination
w i t h the
emancipating
beliefs
of
National-Socialism even i n the first and incipient forms of some
vague racial awareness, some hazy yearning for national
elevation, some disconnected dissatisfaction with the party
game. In summary, the prime objective has been prophylactic
against the possibility of any National-Socialist revival which
even now, after all they have done, haunts the promoters of
Aryan destruction.
So i t is that the b e l c h i n g chimneys of the atrocity
manufactories of the Spielbergs of this world have been working
f u l l blast to mark the year, gassing the public w i t h an
immunising dose of holocaust horror day i n and day out. In these
feverish endeavours they have amply responded to the clarion
call of Edgar Bronfman, President of the World Jewish Congress.
One of the richest Jews i n the world, recent purchaser of the
mind-formative M C A Films company i n the U.S.A., Bronfman
has warned the world multitude of the Chosen Ones: "Wejnust
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use every resource to stop revisionism now before it's too late."
"Revisionism" is his label for any and all questioning of the
approved (kosher) version of the war and his enemy i n it.
A STATEMENT OF INTENT
Before beginning this survey of the truth about that war,
which certainly will amount to revisionism of a strength liable to
send Mr. Bronfman reaching for the relief in a bottle of the booze
(Seagram Whisky etc.) on which his fortune has been based, this
writer places on record a statement
of intent. He stands opposed to all atrocities by whoever and
whenever committed. He stands no less opposed to all atrocity
fabricators whoever they are and whenever and wherever they
occur. In pursuit of truth he is not motivated by racial hatred of
non-Aryans, but by a concern for his own Aryan.Folk. This
encompasses only a hatred of the renegades and traitors of his
own race who alone have enabled non-Aryans to contribute to
Aryan dechne and defeat. He stands for free speech and open
discussion on matters discussed i n Gothic Ripples, rejecting the
Jewish campaign for suppression of criticism, including the
Jewish demand for the outlawing of all questioning of the alleged
Jewish "holocaust", holding that this campaign can prove a
potent cause of the very anti-Jewish feehng it is supposed to
prevent.
This survey respects and honours the memory of all those
British and Allied servicemen who died or were mutilated,
honestly behoving the hes their misleaders and their misleaders'
media told them about the necessity to fight for freedom, nation
and homeland against a force seeking to invade that homeland
and take away that nation's freedom and other assets. This
survey fully as much upholds and reveres the memory of all
those G e r m a n servicemen and their allies of so many
nationalities who also died and also were mutilated i n the
conviction that they too were of necessity fighting for the same
things.,
THE BASIC REASON FOR WAR: GERMANY'S FREEDOM
FIGHT
, During and since World War II the British people have never
been allowed to know the truth about National-Socialist
18 ~
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Germany as a freedom fight against the dishonesty, the
exploitation, and the sickly and deadly decadence of the
Democracy of the Weimar Republic i n Germany. Under that
Democracy, millions of unemployed rotted i n poverty while "a
plutocratic minority wallowed i n luxury, and every kind of vice
and degeneracy prevailed.
The power of the Jews was enormous. This racial and
religious minority owned or controlled Germany's largest and
most influential newspapers such as the Berliner Tagehlatt, the
Vossische Zeitung, and the Frankfurter Zeitung. The Ullsteiii.
press empire, Jewish, alone owned the Berliner Morgenposf/the
Berliner Allgemeine Zeitung, BZ am Mittag, Das Tempo, the
Montagspost, the Grilne Post, the Berliner Ilustrierte Zeitung,.
and dozens of other newspapers and magazines. Thus was
German opinion shaped by a racially alien minority.
Jewish ascendancy i n other fields included nearly half of all
the lawyers i n Berlin in 1933, and a similar disproportion i n the
medical and the teaching professions, along with a massive
prominence in the entertainment world and great power i n
industry. The political parties reflected i n composition and
conduct this Jewish power and prominence.
Prom a humble background, his own experience of poverty,
and the testing time of a twice decorated frontline soldier in
World War I, Adolf Hitler rose by the merit of sheer brilhance to
become leader of the strongest party in Germany, the NSDAP,
and on January 30, 1933, Chancellor of Germany. Then and
thereafter he was beyond question the most popular, the most
fervently acclaimed statesman Germany has ever had, and the
whole world has ever seen. The rapturous support of tens of
millions was a unique phenomenon of government by public
approval which the pygmy politicians of Democracy never come
remotely near rivaling. By this measure of the extent and
intensity of public support, National-Socialism i n Germany
under Hitler far, far exceeded the Democracy of the West as a
government of the people, for the people, and by the will of the
people; and thus a manifestation of a nation's freedom. Let this
always be remembered and rephed when the subjects and'
supporters of the veiled dictatorship under Democracy denigi-ate
Hitler's Germany as a tyrannical dictatorship!
As a youngster, this writer saw something for himself at
first-hand of the impetus and euphoria of a resurgent Germany
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lifted from the depths of decline, disunity and despondency, and
dedicated to drastic reform, as never before or since i n the
history of the world, under this man of magic and his vast force
of ardent colleagues and comrades. Before staying with a
Grerman family i n Cologne i n 1937, he had been told by the then
warmongering, pro-Jewish News Chronicle of a downcast,
downtrodden people, deprived of milk i n a drive for guns before
food and drink—a deficiency which struck him sadly, being a
keen 14-year-old consumer of the commodity. On the banks of
the Khine he found instead milk available everywhere i n plenty,
and everywhere the happy faces of a people vibrant with the
sense and the satisfaction of participation i n a great purpose.
Never again did he imbibe with belief the beverage of mendacity
furnished by the likes of the News Chronicle. Then, i n the
Hitler's Germany he saw, the world was young and fresh, and a
golden age was truly unfolding: a world the war killed as it was
intended to by its instigators, now engaged i n ruining Britain
and the rest of the Aryan world i n the name of 'Victory."
ONCENTRATION CAMPS
But what of the concentration camps, interject the lovers of
liberal liberty, obsessed with concern for the inviolability of the
isolated, self-centred individual as a far more important form of
freedom than that of the corporate Folk and the benefiting
citizen within that community?
The Grerman concentration camps pre-war—and we are here
considering the background to the war, not its course—^were a
type of open prison which at their peak held 26,789 persons,
many of themfor only a matter of weeks.
The idea that the inmates were all political dissidents and
persecuted Jews is absurdly untrue. Besides some subversive
opponents, including many militant communists who sought an
armed seizure of power on behalf of Moscow, they were a variety
of habitual criminals, drug dealers and addicts, pimps, sexual
perverts, disorderly drunkards and work-shy parasites. They
were, i n other words, the dross on which Democracy typically
lavishes care and comfort i n its appeal to and cultivation of the
masses at their lowest level of debasement for the ulterior
motive of gainful power. Yet by prison standards an adequate
diet and reasonable accomodation were provided for them.
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These pre-war German concentration camps, which the
warmongering Western press and politicians made such a fuss
about, massively distorting daily into a summarizing and
eclipsing horror worth fighting a far more horrible war against,
were markedly superior i n their conditions to those which the
hypocritical British and their Allies had themselves introduced
beforehand.
America, during its civil war 1861-1865 had established
concentration camps for civilian populations considered hostile to
the Federal government; and during its war to acquire the
Philippines, 1899-1902, set up concentration camps which
caused the deaths of more than 200,000 Philippine civihans.
Britain, i n the course of its war against the tiny Boer nation
in South Africa, 1899-1902, burnt the Boer homesteads while the
men were away soldiering, and put 116,572 people, almost all of
them women and children, into what they themselves designated
as "concentration camps". There, due to inadequate food,
exposure and disease, particularly typhus, mass death took
place—just as it did in'the final days of World War II i n
Germany when Allied bombing disrupted supplies to camps
swollen w i t h transfers from the east. In the B r i t i s h
concentration camps 27,927 Boers died according to an official
report, this including 26,251 women and children, 22,074 of this
last total being children under 16 {Journal of Historical Revieiv,
Vol. 1 No. 3).
Poland, Britain's final excuse for going to war i n 1939 to
crush the German fight for freedom, had set up its concentration
camps a few years earlier under Pilsudski as a way of disposing
of political opponents.
Communist Russia had had long previously the biggest and
most barbarous concentration camp network of all time. This
sombre fact did not for a moment deter the capitalist West from
fervently embracing the monster they termed "our glorious
Soviet ally", acclaiming the "new democracy" i n partnership with
the old. When one gets down to it, the precise reason why
Germany was damned as an outcast while Russia was welcomed
as a friend was the fact that National-Socialism in the former
had demoted the Jews from ascendancy while communism i n the
latter had elevated them to it.
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ACHIEVEMENTS UNEQUALLED
National self-determination, expressed in the demotion of
the Jews, was only one aspect of the multi-facetted fight for
freedom of Hitler's Germany. Let us now take a short look at
some of the other aspects of National-Socialism's comprehensive
conception of freedom i n contrast to the delusions of Democracy
where a fajade of ineffective rights masks dictatorial denial of
positive benefits. Let us see what the New Germany was
accomplishing i n the practical expansion of people's freedom i n
the economic, social and cultural fields in which it is to be seen
as no less a value than i n the political; voicing and voting only
becoming meaningful i n resulting benefits. And doing so at a
time when i n Britain her disabled ex-servicemen were having to
beg in the streets, and her unemployed having to go on hunger
marches to try and stir the cold consciences of party politicians
who combined neglecting their own people and country with
railing endlessly against a regime giving practical expression to
a far higher morality.
Data is here mostly drawn from the highly informative book
Hitler Cermany by Cesare Santoro (Internationaler Verlag,
Berlin, 1938) with a few additions from Robert Ley by Ronald
Smelser (Berg, 1988).
When Hitler came to power at the start of 1933, German
unemployment stood at 6,014,000. With a Four Years Plan for
industry immediately set i n motion, the number of workers
employed rapidly rose by milhons, so that by 1938, one year
before the Allies of Democracy made war on Germany instead of
on their own unemployment, unemployment in Germany had
been reduced to 338,000.
Many years before Britain sought to copy it. Hitler i n his
very first year in office inaugurated a gigantic motorway system
which stands today as a monument to his pioneering initiative.
This, among other, huge, pubhc works, helped to provide work,
and i n so doing increased purchasing power, this i n turn
generating more employment i n industry and commerce, and
consequently more purchasing power still and commensurate
demand for goods and services i n a rotating stimulus to
production and prosperity.
In the preceding years of 1929-1932 the German peasantry,
veritably the backbone of the nation, had lived on the edge of
ruin, enmeshed in debt and despised as impoverished yokels: as
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did the farmers and land-workers of B r i t a i n , criminally
disregarded by the mammonite capitalists with their worship of
'Tree trade" for their personal aggrandizement in a milieu of
purely monetary values, above and beyond the freedom of the
Folk by way of prosperity and security. Hitler quickly put a stop
to this malaise. Within a few months of attaining power, a law
concerning Hereditary Homesteads came into force on October 1,
1933, whereby peasant farms were to remain for all time in the
hands of one peasant family. Other measures increasing
agricultural productivity and prosperity followed, bringing
greater selfsufficiency i n food.
By the autumn of National-Socialist Year No, 1, 1933, the
foundation had been begun for a national labour service
(Arbeitsdienst) which became i n 1935 obligatory for every young
German between leaving school and doing military service, 70%
of this corps became engaged i n the reclamation of moorland and
wasteland. This work for the homeland, i n addition to its
economic value, gave young Germans a splendid experience of
socially responsible citizenship, national unity above class
division, and corporate pride; amounting to a unique form of
higher education.
Prior to the Arbeitsdienst, a wonderful introduction to folk
patriotism was provided by a magnificent youth movement, the
Hitler Jugend, creating a joyously purposeful union of German
boys and girls i n contrast to the abandoned youth of Britain
then, and the bewitched and bedraggled rabble of British youth
today.
SOCIALISM OF THE FOLK
The German Labour Front (DAF = Deutsche Arbeitsfront)
was formed to unite all German brain and manual workers,
including all members of the former trade unions of Democracy
based on class warfare. It began with an enormous rally on May
1, 1933, when over a m i l l i o n workers gathered at the
Tempelhofer Feld in Berlin to hear with tremendous enthusiasm
the inspiring words of Adolf Hitler.
Under the auspices of the Labour Front, and i n other ways
too, the National-Socialist government lost no time in initiating
a vast housing project to remedy the deficiencies and defects of
the homes of its people, erecting dwellings with a rent adaptedlo
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the means of the w o r k i n g masses. These were not the
soul-destroying, herd-conditioning, huge tenements put up in
other lands, but homes with a large garden, and some with a
small-holding or attached farm. By the end of 1939 the Labour
Front had itself built 46,331 dwellings, and had participated i n
the construction of a further 40,000; and was engaged i n
planning 20,000 more.
/Measures of social insurance, unemployment relief and
protection of labour, excelling those of all other countries where
anything of the sort even existed, were swiftly introduced i n the
/ o n w a r d surging momentum of reform which distinguished
/National-Socialist Germany par excellence. The N S D A P ' s
People's Welfare Organization leapt into practice, providing
generous help wherever emergent schemes temporarily left a
lack. No more properly caring regime has so far emerged on this
earth.
As an adjunct of the Labour Front, the workers' leisure
movement. Strength through Joy ,(KdF = Kraft durch Freude )
came into being, benefiting the workers of Germany far beyond
anything of this nature anywhere else any time, Britain either
then or now having nothing in comparison. Here are a few
details of the achievements in this expansion of positive freedom,
brought about in the field of folk socialism; details which our
thought-controllers seek to keep from the brainwashed British
public.
Activities of the K d F encompassed adult educational and
handicraft courses of all sorts, and cultural lectures. By 1939 325
adult education centres were functioning. It arranged concerts,
operas, dramatic performances, visits, land excursions and tours,
boat trips on river and sea. It built recreational centres,
community halls and holiday accomodation, even ocean-going
liners including the Robert Ley with a theatre, library and
reading rooms aboard; having 12 ships by the outbreak of war.
Its People's Theatre had no seat costing more than a pre-war
sixpence. Fine orchestras, the best drama by the best actors,
ballets by the best dancers were all available at prices within
everyone's reach. Country holidays cost next to nothing, and sea
cruises cost no more than four guineas for a fortnight.
Through the KdF, by 1938, 22,100,000 had been able to visit
theatres, 18,600,000 to attend film performances, 5,600,000 to
attend concerts, and 50.000,000 to take part in cultural events of
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one sort or another. Over 60,000 had gone on land excursions.
384 sea voyages had been enjoyed by 490,000 holiday-makers,
including 18,000 uho had gone on voyages to Norway, Madeira
and Italy. A gigantic seaside resort for 20,000 had be§n
constructed. In the year 1938 alone, the last complete year of
peace, 9,200,000 used its vacation and travel facilities, 8,100,000
went to theatre performances and concerts, 8,300,000 took part
in sports activities, 6,300,000 i n adult education, and 50,000,000
in some aspect of recreation. Where stood Democracy i n Britain
in comparison then, or stands it now?
PROTECTION AND BETTERMENT OF THE RACE
Simultaneously, radical steps were taken to protect the
racial character and improve the racial quality of the German
Folk; this unique work standing i n stark contrast to the racial
neglect and injury which characterizes the death system of
Democracy. As early as April 7 of the year of Hitler's accession to
power, a law was brought i n to place on the retired list
non-Aryan public officials. The Civic Law of the Reich of
September 15, 1935, withdrew from Jews the status of German
citizens, and on this basis excluded them from all participation
in German political life. The Law for the Protection of German
Race and Honour of the same date prohibited marriages and
extramarital, sexual relations between Jews and Aryans.
A Law for the Preservation from Hereditarily Diseased
Posterity on July 14 of that year had provided for the possibility
of sterilizing persons with specific, hereditary diseases, and on
October 18, 1935, i n l i n e w i t h this, a L a w r e l a t i n g to
Matrimonial Hygiene prohibited marriage between persons of
such infirmities, a medical certificate of biological fitness being
henceforth required for marriage. The birth rate of healthy
German stock was encouraged by interest-free loans to couples
thus attested fit to reproduce, and with the birth of each child
25% of that loan was reckoned as redeemed, thus a 4-child
family got the money as a gift from the folk state.
Freemasonic activity, operating i n ritualistic secret a
favouritism for a few i n the course of promoting cosmopolitan
ends, was brought to an end i n Germany i n . 1935. The
abominable Jewish practice of ritually slaughtering animals for
food, bleeding them to death without pre-stunning. was alsojgut
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a stop to.
While air this was proceeding, Hitler was increasing German
national freedom by reuniting in liberation from foreign rule
such territory as the Sudetenland, placed under such rule by the
Treaty of Versailles. At the same time, he was freeing Germany
from the restrictive practices of public usury. He was liberating
his land from servitude to the trading system of International
Finance with its devotion to the liberality of 'free trade" as a
fajade for a dependence on the flow of money and the computing
of credit under the control of the moneylenders and the credit
controllers. Barter deals, directly reciprocal, were negotiated
instead by Germany.
This rebellion against the financial practices of capitalism,
cutting out the parasitical middlemen of money, infuriated the
conceited lords of the counting houses. Their raging resentment
combined with the burning anxiety of the politicians and their
patrons over the New Germany's spectacular programme of
reform which could be dangerously attractive to the neglected
and exploited subjects of Democracy, if perchance they
became aware of it. Both combined with the seething hatred
of Germany's emancipation from Jewish ascendancy to give
the real rulers of Democracy reason enough to wish to
conspire to bring about the destruction of National-Socialist
Germany through war, and this they set about to do. How
they contrived to cause the war will be shown in Part Two of
this series.
THE IMMEDIATE COST OF BRITAIN'S "VICTORY"

The immediate cost to Britain of her demented war for
Democracy was of crippling magnitude. Apart from her 264,443
servicemen and 92,673 civiHans killed in the course of it, along
with all the massive material damage resulting from war
operations, Britain so exhausted her strength and assets that
she was reduced to being a begging borrower at America's door,
sunk in indebtedness. Had she instead remained at peace, and in
place of devoting herself and her vast resources to destruction
had devoted herself and those resources to reform and
construction similar to that of her proclaimed enemy, she would
in 1995 surely have been able to show a 'land of Hope and
Glory", not sing about it in its absence.
26—
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She entered the war with the mightiest navy of all timeSi
Then Britannia truly ruled the waves, guardian of the greatest
empire the world had ever seen, encompassing a quarter of the
world's surface and a quarter of the world's population, and
containing virtually every required raw material, potentially an
entirely self-sufficient bloc. She ended that war deprived of that
naval supremacy, and on the way-to being shortly deprived'of
that empire.
She entered the war with overseas assets of no less-than
£3,500,000,000, and at the end of it had had to sell off about a
third of them, and in place of them had acquired debts totaUng
£2,000,000,000. While her foreign debts had thus increased by
600%, largely on account of her borrowings from Americaj her
exports had declined by nearly 70%.. Within a few days of V J
Day, American "Lend-Lease" aid was terminated so that a loan of
$3.75 biUion had to be negotiated with that country, a condition
of it tieing that Britain^had to accept a General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade committing her to "liberalization" of world
trade in American interests, and to making the pound a
convertible currency within 12 months. Thus did she surrender
at the command of her ally her ability to protect her
manufactured goods against foreign competition both' within her
own shores and within the bounds of her empire-.
President Roosevelt's foreign economic pohcy had all along
had the design of taking advantage of the impoverishment of
Britain in war to obhge her to dismantle her system of Imperial
Preference as a condition for American aid. Viewed against this
war aim of global, dollar imperialism, the following foolish words
of Britain's King George VI, broadcast on May 24, 1940, take on
an exceedingly bitter irony;- "It is no mere territorial conquest
that our enemies are seeking. It is the overthrow, complete and
final, of this Empire and of everything for which it stands—and
after that the conquest of the world." Hitler, in contrast to
Roosevelt, had always spoken with appreciation of the value of
the British Empire in Aryan affairs, and had been prepared to
give tangible support to its defence. So Britain made- a
disastrously wrong choice of both "enemy" and 'Triend".
THE ULTIMATE PRICE OF "VICTORY"

The immediate cost of the war, just indicated, ijrovides
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reason enough for the conclusion that its avoidance would have
been much more justification for rejoicing i n 1995 than our
engagement i n that thoroughly unnecessary and tremendously
injurious conflict. When, however, we additionally take into
account all that has followed from Britain's victory i n it, as the
maturation of Democracy's innate tendencies in the course of the
fulfiment of Democracy's real war purposes, the case for
condemnation becomes shattering. B u t i f we take up the
proclaimed aims of the politicians i n going to war, how far have
they been attained as the measure of their conception of victory?
Let us begin with Victory Illusion No. 1: the argument that
Britain's declaration of war on Germany i n 1939 was necessary
to remove the threat of foreign invasion, and thereby, by
implication, to keep Britain for the British. The utter falsity of
this argument is shown by the fact that, apart from there being
no reliable evidence that Germany pre-war had any desire to
attack and invade Britain, no sooner had the war ended and the
propaganda served its purpose than precisely the people who had
put forward this argument began to prompt, promote and
patronize an alien invasion of Britain mounting to millions
strong.
Those who told us we had to fight to keep the Germans out
are precisely the ones, or the direct political descendants of the
ones, who ever since the war have been telling us to welcome the
Afro-Asian invader and fraternize with him. These are the
people who i n furtherance of their volte-face have been
progressively prohibiting and punishing all disparaging criticism
of and any other opposition to the invaders in the manner of an
auxiliary arm of collaborators i n support of an occupying force.
Thus let us not forget for a second, whenever the enemy i n
our midst, the renegade politicians of Democracy, sing the
praises of their "victory", that it was not Adolf Hitler who sought
to flood B r i t a i n with Africans and Asians, and to enforce
multiracial integration leading to miscegenation and thus the
destruction of pur greatest national treasure, our racial heritage.
H i t l e r stood instead for Anglo-German unity and White
supremacy i n the world. It is the politicians of Democracy who,
having given the Empire to the Goloureds, are now giving the
motherland to them also.
The comperes and cheerleaders of Democracy's victory
commemoration have proved to be the aiders and abettors of
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genocidal mongrelization, ranking as the Final Solution for the
extinction of the A r y a n w i t h i n this i s l a n d , because
miscegenation is an inherent principle and inevitable product of
Democracy. It is the natural outcome of the egalitarian creed it
presents as deluding disguise for minority rule, and is the means
for the debasement of humanity to a condition most amenable
tothe secure operation of that minority rule. This sinister
purpose was a hidden factor leading to war, an underlying thrust
during that war, and is now a most visible derivative of
Democracy's success i n that war.
Lied to regarding the purposes i n going to war, we have been
lied to regarding the extent of the Coloured Invasion following
fronl it. Peter Tomkins, head immigration official 1981-1991, has
revealed that the true figure for permanent immigration in the 5
year's to 1993 was more than double that stated by the
government, namely 625,000, not 264,500 (Daily Mail, February
8, 1995). This vast most recent increase—numerically equivalent
to very many German divisions—has come on top of all the
influx over some 50 years the extent of which has likewise been
lied about. Beyond the truefigures for "legitittiate" immigration,
the Daily Star (May 29, 1991) estimated that a million illegal
immigrants were here by then.
On top of all this, when Britain's lease of Horig Kong expires
in two years i n 1997, all of the colony's 250,000 Chinese will be
free to come here, and you can rely on many of them wanting to
come and our renegades letting them come, whatever fresh lies
and tricks they have to use to mask and sweeten the situation.
At the same time the EEC—that extension of the apparatus of
Democracy conceived as the piecemeal, insidious transition to a
super-state of global, multiracial regimentation—aspires to
abolish border controls so that Coloureds can more freely
circulate and come here.
BRITONS ON THE WAY DOWN AND OUT
A recent Policy Studies Institute report has shown that the
Pakistani population of Britain trebles every generation. A
London Daily Telegraph (January 20, 1994) report has predicted
that the number of Blacks and Asians will double i n 40 years.
The same newspaper (December 28, 1994) has estimated that
already around 40% of young West Indians here have White
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partners; and with the headhne "Motherhood going"out of
Fashion for Young Women" has quoted (April 10, 1995) a current
report of the Family Policy Studies concerning the abstention
from procreation by Britons. Thus under victorious Democracy
not only is the massive increase of Coloureds in our midst and'
our mixing with them mightily promoted, but, added to that as
the devilish brew in the diabolical cauldron of debasement which
is Democracy, we have all manner of inducements arid
constraints to deter and diminish the reproduction of our own
kind. Thereby the rise of the Coloureds is facilitated and
hastened to our coming subordination and ultimate extinction.
So it is that rapidly darkening Britain celebrated ^^ict6ry"
against a background of such rewarding features as here follows.
Britain's largest trade union, the Transport & General Workers'
Union, now has a Negro as its General Secretary (Bill Morris).
An Asian bishop is pressing the government to encourage yet
more Asian immigration. A Negro (Herman Ouseley) heads the
Commission for Kacial Equality, enforcing compulsory
integration. The Chairwoman of the Equal Opportunities
Commission is an Asian (Kamlesh Bahl) appointed by our Prime
Minister of Treachery, John Major, who has arinoxlnced he wants
more Afro-Asians in local government, the House of Commons
and the House of Lords. The so-called "British Broadcasting
Corporation", with a Bangladeshi (Shahwar Sadeque) on its
Board of Governors, now reserves trainee jobs for non-Whites,
and vets potential participants in programmes so as to increase
the proportion from ethnic minorities. Similar "positive
discrimination" is resulting in White doctors being passed by for
positions given to less competent and less suitable Coloureds,
while our renegade Secretary of State for Health, Virginia
Bottomley, has ordered health authorities to boost ethnic
minority staff numbers i n areas where they are
"under-represented."
Illegal immigrants are even being openly offered free homes
by one of, the semi-soviet London boroughs (Hackney). The
Departmaiit of Social Security—and thereby in turn the
taxpayer—has of late been swindled out of £9,000,000 by gangs
from Nigeria. In inner London ethnically alien children now
make up most of the pupils in schools there, and in Sheffield
there are now no less than 62 different languages in use among
school children. Prime Minister John Major, wedded to a Jewess
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as proof of his commitment to causes other than our own, not so
very long ago, as a change from his regular performances at
Jewish events and his regular reception of Jewish delegations
was to be found hosting a Downing Street dinner for Britain's
Asian multimillionaires, together worth £1.5 billion.
Understandably, he considers the coffers of his Conservative
Party, zealously engaged in making Britain Coloured, well
deserving of thanksgiving donations for its record of betrayal of
the British people.
THE BILL FOR BLACKENING BRITAIN

When one now stops to consider the total financial cost to the
British people, let alone the total biological cost as well, of this
completely unnecessary and wholly undesirable Coloured
Invasion of Britain, the magnitude is horrifying. It includes, as
just some of the items in the bill, all the millions spent on social
security and welfare, housing aid, special educational measures,
medical services, the imposition of "non-discrimination", the
curtailment of free speech, special.expenditure on improving
areas where Coloureds riot, plus the cost of thoseriots—suchas
£91,000, 000 in 4 years on Handsworth, Brixton and Toxteth
where the riots have cost £20,000,000; special grants for ethnic
minorities under Section 11 of the Local Government Act 1966
which have amounted to £100,000,000 annually; and
£180,000,000 a year extracted from the social security system by
bogus asylum seekers.
The same expenditure on our own people by a government
dedicated to a Britain for the British, comparable to Hitler's
regime dedicated to a Germany for the Germans, would have
wiped out workers' poverty and bad housing, the deprivation of
the elderly, much of disease, ugly and unhealthy features of the
environment, and brought a real people's victory in the form of a
finer, healthier, more equitable and more beautiful Britain.
Not that that is the entire story of the misuse of Britain's
wealth for the benefit of racially alien Coloured people. In
addition, 'Sdctory" has brought a gigantic expenditure every year
on those Coloureds throughout the world who have not yet
decided to come and live here and squeeze us out. Standing at
£2.18 billion for the year 1994, overseas aid is to rise by an extra
£146 million in 1997.
^
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The Coloured Invasion not only refutes Victory Illusion No.
1. It also refutes Victory Illusion No. 2: the argument that we
have thereby had preserved for us our own government
responsive to the will of the people. As journalist Bruce
Anderson recorded in the Sunday TelegraphJMarch 29, 1987),
The voters were never consulted: if they had been we would
have had no large-scale coloured immigration:" Throughout the
earlier decades of this Coloured Invasion, immediately following
the supposed war for the will of the people, every public opinion
poll on the issue showed overwhelming opposition to the
invasion. Yet all the governments of the day, supported by the
overwhelming majority of the parliamentary politicians, refused
to or failed to respond and to stop it. Under Democracy it was to
be forced on the people against their will.
JEWISH POWER

The Coloured Invasion is not the only form of alien intrusion
into Britain and alien influence on British affairs in the wake of
Democracy's victory and in fulfillment of its intended purposes.
There is also the resultant position and power of Jewry.
The degree of deference thereby derived and manifest in
preferential treatment can well be gauged from the news that
northwest London is now to see the creation of an "eruv" there,
sanctioned by the ministerial Environment Secretary. What on
earth is that, you may well ask, and the answer is that it is a
matter of 85 poles, 20 feet high, hnked by wire on an 11-mile
perimeter, enclosing 6 square miles of our capital. The purpose of
this eyesore is to provide orthodox Jews there with the pretence
that when they
are outside on their Sabbath they are actually still inside in
terms of the prohibitions of their religion on such activities as
pushing prams outdoors on that special day of the week,
Ever since the war Jewish influence in and upon our
Parliament has been huge and increasing. Labour Prime
Minister Harold Wilson was surrounded by a retinue of Jewish
, advisers and court favourites, including Defence specialist Solly
Zuckerman, business adviser Lewis Cohen, chain store magnate
Isaac Wolfson, entertainment controller Sidney Bernstein, and
publishers Victor Gollancz and Robert Maxwell: altogether very
much an unofficial, shadow cabinet. Labour Prime Minister
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James Callaghan had a minor measure of Jewish blood (his
paternal grandmother being an Elizabeth Bernstein, see The
Sun, April 6, 1976), and a major measure of Jewish association.
Conservative Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher openly
identified the Jew Keith Joseph as her moulding mentor, and at
every opportunity identified herself with Jews and Jewish
interests.
Today, under the frontal figure of John Major with his
Jewish wife, the same pro-Jewish dispensation prevails with the
Jew Michael Howard as Home Secretary and the Jew Malcolm
Rifkind as Foreign Secretary together having a twin control of
our home and foreign affairs. Well over half of Conservative
Members of Parliament are members of the "Conservative
Friends of Israel", this including Major himself and most of his
Cabinet, Conservative Central Office's Director of Research is a
Danny Finkelstein.
The Labour Party's new shining light, Tony Blair, is no less
a dutiful servant of Jewish causes than John Major. His avowed
adherence to those causes has been the essential price for his
endorsement as kosher by a Jewish political force which can
make or break. The stamp of approval was signified when he was
invited to be guest speaker at a dinner laid on by the Board of
Deputies, the Jews' own parliament in Britain.
The Liberal-Democrat leader, Paddy Ashdown, has gained a
similar stamp of approval through his obtrusive dedication to the
same Jewish causes, and his indicative choice of entourage such
as his adviser, the Jewess Zerbanoo Gifford, who may or may not
have advised him to include Asian publishing and property boss,
Ramesh Dewan, on his party's colourful national executive. Thus
the Democracy of the victors offers the citizen the liberty of a
threefold appearance of diversification on the outside, which
inside is a confinement to a single, common cause inimical to
race and nation.
Readers should note that the pinpointing here and elsewhere
in this issue of Jews and their role, as with Coloureds and theirs,
is most certainly not to incite and to direct hostility towards
these racial aliens who merely take understandable advantage of
the corruption and subservience of our own racial traitors to
pursue the interests of their own folk. To do so would be wrongly
to shift blame from the principals. Instead, in line with the
statement of intent earlier in this issue, the purpose is and
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should be only and specifically to arouse and direct hostility
towards the.renegades responsible.
Selecting a few examples of Jews in positions of power
thanks to our renegades we have as senior E C commissioner
Leon Brittan, descended from Jews from Lithuania originally
named "Brittanischki". We have a Lord Chief Justice Taylor with
33 rabbis among his ancestors. He tops a legal profession so
packed with Jews that the Jewish Chronicle itself has used the
words "Trial by Jewry" in this connection. We have as current
Sheriff of London, with responsibility for Law and order there,
the Jew Peter Levene, chairman of the gigantic Canary Wharf
property development, and a special adviser to Prime Minister
Major on "efficiency and effectiveness". The Canary Wharf £1.5
biUion development has come into being through a firm founded
by Jews Paul and Albert Reichmann, expanded into the world's
largest property developer. It stands as a fitting memorial in
Britain's capital to Democracy's victory and all it stands for.
It would take a whole book to try and cover the amplitude of
Jewish power i n British industry and commerce today. Here it
must suffice just to mention a few instances as follows. Dixons,
the electrical goods network, under Stanley Kalms. The General
Electric Corporation under managing director Lord Weinstock.
The Berger family controlling 400 property leasing companies
with a fortune of over £200,000,000. The Tesco supermarket
chain founded by Jack Cohen, whose wife left over £17,000,000
to her two daughters, one of them Lady Porter, the London local
government leader. The Kwik Save supermarket chain founded
by Albert Gubay. The Sainsbury supermarket chain controlled
by the Sainsbury family with David Sainsbury reputed to have a
fortune of £1.3 billion. Amstrad headed by Alan Sugar with a
personal fortune set by the Jewish Chronicle at £130,000,000.
M a r k s 6 Spencer, chairman Lord Rayner: Britain's most
profitable retailer. Great Universal Stores founded by Isaac
Wolfson. Lewis Trust Group of David Lewis and family with
estimated wealth of £310,000,000.
. B e n z i o n Freshwater property empire; £ 1 8 9 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
Ladbroke: chairman Cyril Stein. Chelsfield property group under
Elliott Bernerd. Betterware: chief executive Andrew Cohen with
a fortune of £90,000,000. Reebok footwear under Stephen Rubin
with a fortune of £230,000,000. Saatchi brothers with a personal
fortune of £80.000.000. Gerald Ratner who became the largest
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jeweller in the world. Lord Rothschild, banker, £160,000,000.
Tony T a b a t z n i k , pharmaceuticals: personal
fortune
£250,000,000. George Soros, financial speculator, personal
fortune £715,000,000. A Sunday Titnes estimate of Britain's top
plutocrats included more than 50 Jews with a combined wealth
of £4.5 billion.
MOGULS OF THE MEDIA
Power is of course manifested and exerted fully as much in
media influence as i n pohtical position and in the possession and
exercise of business wealth; and i n and over the media of Britain
Jewish influence has been spectacularly \dctorious.
With Television Channel 4, for instance, we have the Jew
Michael Grade as chief executive. Scion of the Jewish family of
Winogradsky from Russia, his father being the Lord Grade and
his uncle the Lord Delfont who between them exercised a wide
grip on the British entertainment world of recent decades,
Michael Grade has just gained a 20% pay rise, making his
yearly salary £450,000. Compared with the earnings of really
useful workers such as nurses, firemen, farmers and refuse
collectors, this exhibits the fraudulent values of capitalist
Democracy for which Britain fought the war. For this fortune
t h i s m a n functions as a m a g n i f i c e n t m a k e r of muck,
de-Grading the channel i n question to that of a prime
purveyor of the downright degeneracy which is the ultimate
reach of Democracy.
The journalist Paul Johnson has aptly described him in the
Sunday Telegraph ( J u l y 30, 1995) as " B r i t a i n ' s pornographer-in-chief by virtue of such programmes as "Hookers",
"Hustlers", "Pimps and their Johns", "Dusky Sapphos," "Young
and Queer", "Finishing School" (for transvestites), "Pull your
Finger out" (for Lesbians), "Red Light Zone," and 'Dyke TV."
Controller of B B C Television 1 is the Jew Alan Yentob,
Chairman of the Grenada Group of Companies is the Jew Alex
Berstein. Head of the Carlton company and thereby one of the
most powerful figures i n British broadcasting is the Jewish
multimillionaire Michael Green.
As a sample of the plethora of Jews among programme
personahties, as with television technicians, to the extent of
making television and radio preeminently a club for the
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"Chosen", we have the Jewess Esther Rantzen, the'BBC's
highest-paid performer (1991 salary £325,000), described by the
Independent newspaper (December 2 l , 1991) as "the most
powerful woman on television."
When we turn to the "British" press, and pass over as a
feature of past decades the publishing empire of the late Robert
Maxwell, the Jew from Czechoslovakia who survived the Jewish
holocaust to change his name from Jan Ludwig Hoch, the better
to pretend to be "British", and who proceeded to swindle the
pension funds of Britons on a massive scale; we come face to face
with today's monarch of the media, Rupert Murdoch. His father
married an Elisabeth Joy Greene, the daughter of a wealthy
Jewish family in Australia, this making Murdoch by the Jewish
law of maternal determination one of the "Chosen." He now runs
the Sun, Today, News of the World, Times and Sunday Times
newspapers. In fact his News International combine now
controls 36% of the whole "British" newspaper press, along with
publishers William Collins; while he has a growing share of
commercial television here, including the Sky satellite tv
network, along with other communication interests.
At the moment his acumen as ruler by remote control is
leading him to select, court and groom Tony Blair as his political
nominee for the future when played-out Major is ousted by the
swing of the prompted pendulum. He has sized up this laughing
boy of Labour as a fitting frontman for the kind of Britain he
seeks to promote.
This is a Britain wherein the public is kept titillated with
triviality, seduced with sentimentality, reduced to racial
indiscrimination, rendered reverential to Jewry, kept hooked on
all the hedonistic lures of crass materialism, including
ubiquitous sex devoid of eugenic purpose and thus no more than
crude lust. The reason behind and for this degrading mind and
conduct moulding is that it produces people in a state most
responsive to the continued manipulation of the backstage
masters of Democracy. The trumpeted "freedom of the press"
under Democracy is but the freedom for the likes of Murdoch to
misrepresent, mislead and massively exploit for personal power
and profit. For such it seems did Britons fight their German
brothers 50 years ago, and generously give their lives.
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THE ATTACK ON
FREEDOM

Victory Illusion No.
3 is that we had to go
to war against Germany in order to preserve our cherished
freedom, and that this
worthy objective has
been magnificently
achieved. In illustration of this proclaimed
war aim, there is
reproduced at the top
of the next page (with
acknowledgement to
the Public Record
Office, Ref. INFO
13/213) a government
poster which adorned
hoardings during the
war. John Charnley—who along with
some thousand other Britons was interned during the war
without trial under Regulation 18B to silence himfi-omopposing
that war—records in his book Blackshirts and Roses (p.lOO) that,
when on Jxme 7, 1940, he was put into Walton Gaol, he saw,
ironically, at the gates on his arrival a similar poster worded
"Lend to Defend the Right to be Free."
Contrary to the illusion, firstly our civil Uberty, violated by
Regulation 18B, was in no way menaced before the war by Hitler
who had no desire to invade and harm and interfere with our
self-government and national freedom. What he sought was
Anglo-German friendship and alUance, conducive to that form of
freedom which comes from security. Secondly, our said civil
hberty has indeed been severely curtailed not only during the
war but increasingly since our supposed victory, but not by
Hitler, instead by the betrayers of the British people in our
midst. This has come about as a consequence of the war because
the system of social control which they have now imposed on us
figured on the hidden agenda of their war fi-om the start.

FREEDOM IS
IN PERIL

DEFEND IT
WITH ALL
YOUR MIGHT
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Speaking on V E Day itself, May 8, 1995, Prime Minister
Major declared "...we must build a world of open minds, or
individual freedom ..." (Daily Telegraph M a y 9, 1995). This
h y p 5 c r i t i c a l l i a r knows f u l l w e l l t h a t h i s falsely t i t l e d
"Conservative Party", far from being concerned to conserve our
freedom' of expression or any other significant part of our
national heritage, is engaged and has been engaged along with
the otheV parties of renegades i n whittling away and desecrating
that heritage.
•Way back i n 1965 Jewish Home Secretary Frank Soskice of
the Labour Party brought i n a Race Relations Act containing the
first step i n the suppression of British patriotism. It then became
an imprisonable offence to utter anything which could be
construed to be an insult or threat or abuse regarding racial
aliens in our midst, capable of causing what could be made out to
be "racial hatred" against such intruders.
Another Race Relations Act i n 1976 continued the attack on
free speech, while also making it an offence i n a wide field of life
to discriminate i n favour of our own kind i n our own country.
Another Jewish Home Secretary, Leon B r i t t a n of the
Conservative Party, brought i n a new Public Order Act i n 1986
as a further step i n the reduction of freedom, making it an
offence even to possess prohibited literature, i f it could be made
out that the possessor might pass it on to others.
Yet another new law, the 1994 Criminal Justice & Public
Order Act sponsored by the Conservatives, has brought i n
(Section 155) the power to arrest anyone seen distributing
anything looking like racial literature. The great value of an
arrest is that it automatically carries with it the power to search
the person's home and inspect and seize that person's property,
taking it away for further examination whether any of it and
whatever part of it is ultimately selected as "evidence";
confiscating i n the process all the literature which might seem to
have racial content.
A future Labour government is set to extend suppression
s u b s t a n t i a l l y . Shadow Home Secretary Jack Straw, a
self-identified Jew (Jewish Chronicle, June 3, 1994), has
promised the Jewish Board of Deputies that Labour w i l l
strengthen laws against "racism" and speed up prosecution of
"extremist groups inciting racial hatred."
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THE THOUGHT POLICE
The position we have now reached, as 'Victory" cheers ring i n
our ears, is that a police force nominally British has been
suborned to serve an invasion by racial aliens brought about by
the despicable renegades r u n n i n g B r i t a i n to r u i n . T h i s
enforcement force of alien occupation can heavily harass and
intimidate by the overhanging threat of all this legislative
power, and caii severely persecute by its exercise. With or
withSlit arresting someone beforehand, the police force of alien
control can raid his home (pre-war "the Englishman's castle"),
ransack it from top to bottom, look into all his affairs i n a
complete invasion of privacy, take away anything and everything
interesting them, and at the very least greatly embarrass and
conceivably much deter the citizen, if not prepare the way for his
appearance i n court and his sojourn i n gaol. Such is the price
today of real patriotism in contrast to the few pence expended i n
the pretended patriotism of waving paper or cotton Union Jacfes
in commemoration of a "victory" resulting in freedom's defeat.
This writer has had recent and personal experience of what
this 'Victory" has brought i n the way of denial of freedom, He has
had his home violated by the thought police acting on the signal
of J e w i s h M . P . Gerald Kaufman. He has had 7 of these
mercenaries spending 3 hours searchittg everywhere from the
fridge to the waste bin, and in the outcome packing a police van
with items, almost all of them of no conceivable relevance to any
conceivable offence, property only regained many months later
after the case collapsed on judicial review, despite having been
sanctioned by the country's top law officer.
Lady Jane Birdwood, along with many others, has had
similar experience of the denial of freedom which "victory" i n a
war supposedly for its defence has brought. The judge i n her
1991 trial, also i n her 1994 trial and also in her 1995 appeal has
on each occasion declared that the truth of statements is no
defence to charges of "racial hatred." So war on truth is now
waged under the asupices of "victory." Lady Birdwood has also
recently experienced another of the fruits of that 'Victory",
having i n her eighties joined the large and growing band of
Britons "mugged" by Blacks.
The Police under Jewish Home Secretary Howard, and the
judges under Jewish Lord Chief Justice Tayloi; are now receiving
"racial awareness" training to ensure that they are adequately
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imbued with the "pohtical correctness" of favouring the' racial
alien at the expense of the native Briton. At the same time the
native Briton who dares to discriminate on racial grounds when
selling his house, thus failing to comply with the code of
conditions laid down by the racial aliens of the dictatorial
Commission for Racial Equality, an enemy overseer of commerce
and industry, faces a fine and possible imprisonment and a claim
for compensation of up to £10,000 for "injured feelings" by some
racial alien.
Should you have "irgured feelings" about this monstrous
Coloured Invasion, and entertain the notion of, say, holding a
meeting i n London's Trafalgar Square to protest about it, forget
about it. This venue has been denied to radical, racial patriots
ever since the National Socialist Movement's rally there i n 1962;
though ever since any and every Afro-Asian and anti-nationalist
cause under the sun has been able readily to obtain the
necessary governmental permission. This particular exclusion is
but one notable example of the multitude of methods and
occasions used to supplement the repressive legislation by
denying the facilities of freedom, without which facilities its
invocation is a hollow and hypocritical husk of rhetoric. Halls for
indoor meetings and locations for outdoor events are
systematically denied.
While Aryans become demoted and deprived i n the Britain of
"victory", n o n - A r y a n s enjoy privileges and exemptions,
preferences and priorities. The "Talmud" is venerated by Jews as
their holy book of the laws of life. It contains some most
abominable defamation of non-JewS which most certainly puts it
in the category of "hate literature", and the writer of this article
has on thi? score made formal complaint to the relevant
authorities about its distribution as an offence under the Public
Order Act of 1986, However, those authorities have explicitely
refused to act, whereas, if this writer had said similar things
about Jews, he would undoubtedly be gaoled under that
legislation. We thus have a dichotomy of in effect one law for the
Jews and a much different one for their opponents, resulting
from the difference between official disregard in the one case and
official enforcement i n the other.
A second example of dual standards, elevating racial aliens
above the law affecting true-born Britons, occurs in respect of the
lerislation we very rightly have stipulating humane conditions i n
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the slaughter of animals for food, including the requirement
under Section 36 of the Slaughterhouses Act of 1974 of
pre-stunning before artery cutting. Very wrongly in that same
Section an exemption is given to Jews and Moslems in their
ritual slaughter of animals for their own food. Thereby Jews,
who claim that it is a requirement of their religion, and thus a
higher law than ours, that they kill animals by cutting their
throats and allowing them to bleed to death, are allowed to do so.
Not only that. The Jews also make it a matter of their religion to
reject as unfit for their consumption the rear portions of the poor
creatures so slaughtered, and to relegate those rear portions for
consumption by Aryans. They are allowed to do so without any
labeling to let the Aryans know they are consuming meat from
animals the Jews have ritually slaughtered, and furthermore
despite the fact that the exemption from prestunning is supposed
to be confined to slaughter for their consumption only. Thus, as
a matter of a Jewish victory, we have foisted on our people
without their knowledge meat the Jews discard, produced by a
method of slaughter our people are prohibited from practising
themselves.
This disgusting discrimination continues despite, this
summer, a report by the National Farmers' Union and a booklet
by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
both condemning the exemption allowed to Jews and Moslems
from the law applying to Aryan Britons; following a report i n
1985 by the Farm Animal Welfare Council, an investigative body
appointed by the government, recommending the prohibition of
ritual slaughter by Jews and Moslems. To conclude the point, we
have it fi-om none other than the Jewish Chief Rabbi (Daily
Telegraph,Jnly 14, 1990) that "One of the first pieces of
legislation introduced by the Nazis in Germany in 1933 was the
prohibition of the Jewish method of slaughter, because the Nazis
said they cared deeply about animals."
JEWS SEEK EVEN TIGHTER GAG
The Jevyish community, as a self-conceived elite with special
warranty, is still not satisfied with the advanced stage of
suppression of criticism resulting from victory. Eldred Tabachnik
QC is one of its many members crowding the legal profession and
striving to ensure that our laws are completely kosher, meaning
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in accordance with Jewish requirements. As current President of
the Jewish Board of Deputies, he is vociferously heading the
wolfpack in his community which is continually clamouring for
more and yet more suppression of unfavourable mention of that
community; continually lobbying ministers and others for this
gross mischief against our nation.
He wants the latest Public Order Act extended beyond a
matter of contended "threat" or "abuse" or "insult", so that for
conviction and punishment it is only necessary to show that a
speech or writing just might, hypothetically, cause "ill-will,
hostility, prejudice or contempt" That just about covers anything
and everything uncomplimentary to the specially protected
species. A t the same time, as a second string to his anti-British
bow, he is campaigning for a new law of "group defamation" to
provide even further immunity from free speech.
Concomitant agitation comes from his community for higher
penalties for the existing Public Order Act and for all offences
where it can be made out that some racial motivation lurks.
Some Jews even want gatherings of racial patriots i n private
homes to be subjected to censorship, i f not entirely banned; and
some want all organizations for racial patriotism, such as the
British National Party, to be made illegal. This interminable,
intumescent and insatiable lust for the suppression of our
freedom i n the aftermath of a war fought with their benefit i n
mind occurs i n a community which happens to consist of the
most practising racists i n the world, and which in terms of the
still extant law of expulsion of 1290 ranks in Britain today as
one of illegal immigrants.
The full flavour of racial hate fueling this onslaught on our
freedom, which is more in peril today in 1995 than ever before,
came from Jewish Chronicle columnist Tony Mallerman, April
28, 1995, on the brink of the V E commemoration: "There are
about 5,000 paid-up anti-Semites in the U K , according to a
special report on Radio 4's Today programme. — These are the
animals for whom there should be no rights." If this writer said
the same or similar of Jews, Mr. Attorney General, do please tell
us just how long it would be before you moved and sanctioned his
prosecution. B u t then M r . Mallerman's "Talmud" calls a l l
non-Jews "cattle", and that from your abstention from action is
evidently permissible. So maybe, eventually, this hateful M r .
Mallerman will be found advocating the ritual slaughter of
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anti-Semites as well, without pre-stunning, while you stand by
undisturbed by such progression from demanded deprivation of
liberty to demanded deprivation of life.
W i t h people like Kaufmann, Tabachnik and Mallerman
around and active, the wartime poster exhorting us to rise up
and defend our imperiled freedom has a cogency now which it
rightly never had when it appeared, and when the beholders
would never have believed that in the wake of victory Britain
would end up with its freedom so diminished and so further
threatened as it is now. This writer, for one, is resolved come
what may to respond today to that wartime poster i n what is
now a real fight for our race and nation against a real enemy of
British freedom. If that real enemy wants to come banging on his
door to take him away and silence him, he can here promise that
enemy i n advance that i n his seventies, with not so much of life
left to be spoiled by those who have well nigh ruined his country
in his lifetime, he will give them a fight to the finish.
When tyrants in the garb of Democracy take away your
freedom, they take away with it all obligation to conform to their
illegitimate, anti-Aryan laws, and make rebellion not only a
r i g h t but a duty. The ongoing drive w i t h i n the J e w i s h
community and the ranks of its non-Jewish adherents to deprive
us of the very freedom they told us to fight for, when it suited
them over 50 years ago, constitutes Public Mischief on the
grandest scale conceivable in terms of the ancient offence of this
name. Of this crime against the nation this writer here accuses
all those engaged i n it, holding that they should be so charged
and arraigned. He calls on the Attorney General and Crown
Prosecution Service to prosecute Eldred Tabachnik, President of
the Jewish Board of Deputies and thereby head of the Jewish
community, as a principal maker of Public Mischief.
OTHER SIGNS OF "VICTORY"
Other illusions of a victory leading to a better Britain can
speedily be dispelled by one, long, hard look at life in the Britain
of today where our cities have become cesspools of corruption,
crime, vice, graft, deformity and decadence, refuting any notion
of fighting and winning for morality and decency.
Illustrative of this perversion of freedom is the press report
that "Glasgow is Europe's drug capital, with more injecting
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addicts per head of the population than any other city on the
Continent. A n estimated 10,000 intravenous drug abusers..."
(Independent, December 1, 1994). The U K as a whole is reputed
to have at least 100,000 heroin addicts. Predictably, the weak
elements who proliferate in the vacuous, self-indulgent society
which is Democracy turn to drugs i n their dissatisfaction with
life, the resort to narcotics as an escape being the indication of a
mortally sick system and diseased way of life.
In this gay land of victory, wherein revels the likes of Tiggy
Legge-Bourke i n her Union Jack shorts, the very month of the
V E festivities found the Daily Telegraph with the typifying
headline "Police Advertise for Gay Recruits". This was followed
the very next month by the news of a parade of 140,000
homosexuals in London's Victoria Park with one of the leaders of
these queers jubilating that "London is becoming the gay centre
of the world". How queer indeed have been the consequences of
'Victory"!
What of safety i n the B r i t a i n of today which i n 1939
reckoned to go to war for security from Hitler? The Daily
Telegraph over 8 years ago reported that "Some parts of London
and other major cities have become too dangerous for milkmen,
postmen, rent-collectors, maintenance men, police and
emergency services to work without special precautions." Our old
folk, who were beguiled into fighting Hitler for their safety, are
now terrified to go out because of "muggings" which in London i n
the first half of 1995 reached the record level of 20,000, and
which even the race-mixing Metropolitan Police Commissioner
has had just recently to admit are i n his area the virtual
monopoly of Blacks.
What of ensuring through victory the safeguard of our
children and thereby the future of our nation? A few minutes
outside any school at finishing time will provide proof of defeat
in this purported cause. Out they come as a multiracial rabble,
clad i n their slovenly jeans, waddling along i n their ungainly
"trainers," stuffing crisps and other eatable junk into themselves,
washed down with cans of Coca-Cola which they afterwards
deposit on the pavement with other litter. Homewards they
wend their way to luxuriate before the household deity, the
television set, absorbing by the hour its infernal blend of
entertainment and indoctrination.
Predominantly fat and flabby, devoid of idealism and
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discipline, this lost generation from 'Victory" and its far-a-&ching
contradiction is coached i n its deplorable condition by .i^'mob of
race-mixing, largely Marxist teachers of decadence totally- unfit
to have anything to do with the upbringing of youth, lin the
folklore of old evil spirits were liable to invade and possess
unguarded infants. In present times the evil spirits are to be
found placed i n charge of our children in school, .an^ their
entertainment out of school. What a contrast to youth care i n
Hitler's Grermany!
What about war and victory for Britain's preservation from
alien ideology? Whereas Hitler's Germany fought communism at
home and abroad in defence of its people's freedom, Britain, afler
aligning herself with communism during the war, has proceeded
i n the aftermath of victory to absorb a k i n d of creeping
communism. This has been manifest i n such as ijieagures
against 'Vacism", "sexism", "homophobia" and "Elitism", measures
commonly congregated under the designation of "political
correctness" as a euphemism for this outreach of the Marxist
pestilence, lethal to Aryan fi*eedom in all its forms,
What of protecting by the war and victory our industry and
trade from German competition? Well, our overlords of victory
have by now abandoned great parts of our industry and trade to
foreign and especially Asian competition, National-Socialism, i n
contrast, would never have allowed such abandonment of the
means of national freedom.
If the dupes of 1939-1945 were excusable, considering what
they were then told and were then able to see, the revellers of
1995, with all they have seen since, and all that is apparent now,
must be deemed inexcusable, blind buffoons, cavorting i n the
twilight on the corpse of our greatness.
As Siemion Serafinowicz is set up for show trial as a war
criminal, Gothic Ripples answers i n advance this projected
spectacle of propaganda with the exposure and denunciation i n
this and succeeding parts of its World War II series of our own
supreme war criminals. These are the makers of \var who drove
Britain into disastrous conflict with Germany, sending the
servicemen of Britain, stuffed with lies, to fight their German
brothers and destroy their National-Socialist,achievements for
the sake of the decrepit Britain they have brought about; and by
virtue of which peacetime havoc they are also peace criminals
supreme. These are the people we should have fought i n
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1939-1945, and it is they, the enemy within, and their whole
system of national and racial ruin on-which we must now declare
war, total war.

THE SONG OF \aCTORY
Victory they call it
As Coloureds roam the street,
Daily demonstrating
The "White man's defeat.
We were saved from Hitler,
The brainwashed fools proclaim,
Taking racial mixture
As their peacetime aim.
Six million Jews were slaughtersd,
Survivors now all say,
Coming from extinction
To tell their tale today.
Thank goodness for Democracy,
All the benefit it's brought.
To push your Tesco trolley
Full of guaranteed good thought.
If Hitler had succeeded.
This would not have been allowed.
Ours would be a White man's land,
Strong, upright and unbowed.
So sing a song for victory
And the freedom we now find.
Hebrew Howard is our censor.
While the media moulds the mind.
It won't be long before we
;
Are full purged of racial hate.
As multiracial zombies
Of the kosher New World State.
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B O N N S T R I K E S A G A I N — Hans
Schmidt, chairman o f G A N P A C , former
G e r m a n soldier, veteran o f the Eastern
F r o n t i n W o r l d W a r H , has been
arrested (8 A u g u s t 1995) i n Frankfurt,
G e r m a n y o n charges that he "defamed
the m e m o r y o f the [Jewish] d e a d . "
M r . S c h m i d t was the editor o f the " G A N P A C Brief," which told the truth
about the history of the Second W o r l d W a r . Herr Schmidt was traveling i n
Germany, seeing relatives and friends, and was arrested as he was about to
b o a r d a p l a n e for the U n i t e d States, w h e r e he l i v e d i n F l o r i d a , A f t e r
Germany arrested Gerhard Lauck i n Copenhagen, Denmark a few months
ago, it was n o t thought that they would attempt to grab another critic of the
B o n n regime's toadying to the Jews. B o n n , however, no doubt feeling that
Washington w o u l d say n o t h i n g about stepping on a German critic o f the
Holocaust industry, went right ahead and arrested Hans Schmidt. N o t i c e
that W a s h i n g t o n had kittens over the arrest by the Red Chinese o f H a r r y
W u . Lauck and Schmidt do not rate a notice at the State Department. Here
they D O rate a notice. As I did i n the case o f Gerhard Lauck, I faxed a letter
to B i l l C l i n t o n , w i t h a fax copy to the German Embassy i n Washington; plus
c o p i e s to the t w o W i s c o n s i n s e n a t o r s a n d three M i l w a u k e e area
congressmen. Other agencies and friends of the movement were faxed a copy
of the letter. N o t h i n g w i l l be done until the U , S . State Department makes a
formal protest over these arrests. Germany is stepping over its bounds w i t h
such tactics.

LETTERS
TO T H E

EDITOR

From The Talon, September 1995
ffi

8B
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007Just got Cierkin's Talon and read that Hans Schmidt has been placed i n
Der Schlammer.
N o w George, pray t e l l — w h a t made H e r r S c h m i d t t h i n k he c o u l d
badrap the K i k e all these years, then go over to Kike-ruled Deutschiand for a
Utde vacation without getdng put i n the pokey?
I can recall y o u telling me, after your retu)i from Germany a few years
back, how nice i t was over there.
As far as slammers go, were I to have to be i n one, the German variety
would probably be as good as any; but to tell the truth, I'd just as soon not
be i n any slammer!
So George, I recommend that you do not go back there until the K i k e
has been put down for good. A n d that could be a while!
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Best, ##, Chicago, ILL
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Gary Lauck, Supplier of Nazi material,
Is Extradited to Germany
O n Tuesday (September 5) five months after Germany first petitioned
for his extradition, Gary Lauck, the Nebraska-based supplier of neo-Nazi
propaganda to much of the radical German right, was handed over to
Hamburg police by Danish officials. Danish police took Lauck, a U . S .
citizen, into custody near Copenhagen on March 20 in connection with a
German warrant for his arrest (cf. T W I G 4/7/95, p.2) on charges of illegal
export of neo-Nazi propaganda material. Lauck heads the self-styled
"overseas organization" of the Nazi party, banned in Germany since 1974,
and is a major source of neo-Nazi materials to extremist groups in Germany
and other European countries. In May, German officials formally requested
Lauck's extradition, which was subsequently approved by a Danish court on
June 6. Lauck unsuccessfully appealed that ruling and twice petitioned for
political asylum, most recently on August 29. Although the dissemination of
Nazi material is not illegal in Denmark, Danish officials backed the German
extradition request on the grounds that Lauck's acitivities would be
punishable under the country's laws against racist incitement.
The Danish Ministry of the Interior announced on September 5 that
Lauck's second petition had been rejected and, with no further means of
legal.recourse open to him, that he would be turned over to German
authorities. To avoid the possibility of extremist protests, no date for the
extradition was announced beforehand. If found guilty of distributing Nazi
propaganda, Lauck could face up to five years' imprisonment in Germany.
From The Week In Gennany, published by the
German Information Center, 950 3rd Ave, New York N Y 10022
Phone:212-888-9840

m m ®
Sir:
I have just read the compassionate, concise, lovely story of M r . Heinz
Weichardt [in Liberty Bell, August 1995]. What a Joy and pleaasure to read
his views. What a gentleman he must be. Thank you for publishing the
material.
Best wishes.
Dr. J.V.N., Pennsylvania

m m m
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Dear George,
''Under Two Flags" [August LB] is the single most important article 1
have ever read that deals with Germany of the Third Reich. Please find
enclosed $30. for 10 extra copies of this most important issue.
The work you do, George, is so vital. H o w we do appreciate your
sacrifices and devotion to that work. Although I find Robert Frens a good
writer and one who can write with humor, I find his attacks on revisionists
to be Very disturbing. He is very wrong in this regard—wrong and harmful.
A man I have always held in the highest esteem is J.B. Campbell. I
would like to correspon with him. Please read my note to him and mail it on
again. Thanks! I never thought five years ago (before my 3 1/2 years of
research) I would proclaim Adolf Hitier the greatest man of the century
(ever?) in 1995- Strange what truth does.
E.H., Arkansas

m m m
Dear George:
Enclosed is a check to renew my subscription and the balance for extra
copies of your last issue, "Under Two Flags" by Heinz Weichardt. This is
one of your very best issue, and you have had a lot in the past.
This is a must in setting things right with Hitler and Germany. Every
/ damned politician should have to make a book report on this article. We
don't have one senator or congressman in Washington that would make a
pihiple on Hitler's ass.
So long,
C . C , Idaho

m m m
P O Box 242
LYDENBURG
REPUBLIC OF S O U T H AFRICA 1120
15 th May 1.995
@Body Flush = Dear Friend
It is difficult to write to someone one doesn't know and even more so
when an Introductory contact includes a request. But as we share the same
oudook on life, we feel ourselves free to avail ourselves of this opportunity.
You know that South Africa is now being governed by a communist
regime. We had tried for many years to prevent this but had witnessed at last
how others surrendered our country at the polling booth, thus plunging us
into this situation with them. Everything we and our forefathers have built
through the years is now inundated by them. It is difficult to describe the
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present situation for fear tliat you may tiiinlc us guilty of exaggeration.
In order to survive and maintain our identity as a Boer Nation we now
have to build something for ourselves, our children and future generations.
So we have f o u n d e d our o w n schools to prevent our children f r o m
receiving their e d u c a t i o n i n m i x e d g o v e r n m e n t schools i n w h i c h race,
religion and culture face extinction. Standards i n government schools are
already very l o w and w i l l deteriorate to such a level that qualifications
obtained w i l l be worthless. Moreover, children thus educated w i l l become
p e o p l e w i t h o u t i d e n t i t y — j u s t a grey mass. I n o u r o w n s c h o o l . T h e
L y d e n b u r g S c h o o l f o r C h r i s t i a n and N a t i o n ' s O w n E d u c a t i o n these
problems have been eliminated and it is going very well.
But we can't provide schools only. W e also are left with no choice but
to b u i l d o u r o w n h o s p i t a l s a n d o l d age h o m e s as w e l l . O n c e again
government hospitals are f d l e d w i t h uncultured people, b r i n g i n g about
appalling conditions unacceptable to civilized people.
For these reasons we ask you for assistance. Financially we caii neither
build nor equip a hospital. So we appeal to you for help as we are sure you
understand our need. Moreover we are just a few people who have to carry
this financial burden and w i t h o u t your help such projects simply can't be
attained.
W e s h a l l be m o s t g r a t e f u l for financial aid o r , j u s t as w e l c o m e ,
donations o f hospital equipment which here with us is not only very costly
but practically unobtainable.
W e hope and trust that you w i l l come to our aid or put us i n contact
with people who are willing to help. Being so much i n need o f your help, we
are eagerly l o o k i n g forward to hear f r o m y o u . Please reply to the secretary
not mentioning the school's name as it might be intercepted.
Thank you very much i n anticipation ajid we also wish you may receive
courage i n y o u r own struggle as we k n o w that your and our struggle is a
worldwide one.
A . E. B O T H A , S E C R E T A R Y
®

S
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Dear Sir:
Some ask me, " W h y are you so bitter about your country? W h y such
antipathy towards the Jews?" I give you my answer given them.
I am bitter that the c o u n t r y o f m y b i r t h has been altered beyond
recognition by an alien virus that my fellow white, Aryan American failed to
recognize; still fails to recognize; has yet to.combat.
The white American male allowed the control of his nadon to slip out
of his hai\ds; he. allowed himself to be duped into giving up huge hunks of
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his heritage; to be siren-sung i n t o accepting the unnatural lie o f racial
equality and the brotherhood of man; to be hornswoggled into accepring the
hairshirt o f an irrational " g u i l t " complex; to be humlllatingly insulted by
erotic-crazed, hearth-hating feminists; to appear a weak-willed, cowardly
type no longer capable of self-discipline m u c h less the disciplining of others;
a helpless nerd before the tyrannies o f the minorities; a man unhooked from
volkish moral moorings; a man who is a rotten remnant of a once great and
proud race; a race that demanded for itself cohesion, honor, separation and
supremacy. A race of truth and nobility,
I have seen with m y o w n eyes the gruesome metamorphosis of the white
male and female during m y seventy-one years. I have seen their decadent'
rush to hedonism, miscegenation, situation ethics and nihilism. I see a race
destined for extinction; a race absorbed into a sea of mud i f the present trend
continues i n this geographic zoo called the U S A .
I have seen a g o v e r n m e n t o f the people become a g o v e r n m e n t o f
r i d i c u l o u s , people-destroying laws. A tyrannical government o f corrupt
politicians headed by a buffoon; a government i n thrall to an alien race; a
government of heavily-armed agencies who jack-boot their way into citizen's
homes. A government to be feared. A government that is feared.
W h y am I bitter toward the Jews? W e l l , f r i e n d , they have been the
brains, the money, the w i l l , the direction b e h i n d the disasters described
a b o v e . T h e y are the a b s o l u t e , u s u r i o u s u l t i m a t e i n the f i n e s s i n g o f
finance...and have been for 2500 years. T h e y are a race, a culture unto
themselves. T h e y are a global tribe o f socially sophisticated s o l i d a r i t y .
Throughout the diaspora to the present day, they owe no true allegiance to
other than themselves. U n l i k e the Chinese, a gifted people who are content
to l i v e ' i n f o r e i g n c o u n t r i e s w i t h o u t s t r i v i n g to a l t e r the mores or
governments of their hosts, the Jew, although invariably a tiny minority,
insists upon uprooting the cultute of the host country and replacing it with
his own degenerate one. H e achieves this by shoving, pushing and pulling
his cohesive clansmen to the top o f government, media and markets. H e is
organized; his host people are not. H i s abundance of money, generally
gleaned from his hosts, helps grease his climb aloft. H e brags that he is like
cream; always rising to the top.
L i k e a deadly swarm o f locusts, the Jews swept out o f the east i n t o
G e r m a n y d u r i n g the nineteenth century and after their failed Bolshevik
r e v o l u t i o n i n R u s s i a o f 1 9 0 5 . I m m e d i a t e l y , they began their g n a w i n g
campaign against all things that were G e r m a n . A l t h o u g h they numbered
Utde more than 1% of the total German population, by the time of Hider's
rise to power they owned one third of the real property in Germany. This
they had bought from starving Germans during the terrible inflation of the
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early twenties. They heartlessly bought those properties at ridiculously low
prices with hard money sent them by their tribal kin residing in New York.
They dominated the Weimar Republic. They dominated the media of
Germany. They denigrated all things historically German, as they are doing
to historic heroes of America today. They even ridiculed the memory of the
fallen German soldiers of W W I.
They made up more than half in number of lawyers, doctors, stock
exchange figuresj even the chamber of commerce in Berlin. They dominated
the book publishing houses so that books they did not wish published were
not published.
The German people were aware of this cancerous mass within their
borders. Hitler promised to rescue Germany from the fatal embrace of the
international bankers, almost invariably Jewish, and he did. But, Roosevelt
restored that choking embrace for the Jews with the use of American soldiers
who he even conned, with lying propaganda, into exacting the terrible
vengeance against Germany that the Jews demanded, After all, vengeance is
sweet to a tribe whose motto is; "Never forgive, never forget."
Germany of the 20's is where America of the 90's is today. Who owns
the T V networks here? Whio owns the film industry? W h o owns the
publishing houses? Who owns the banks that make up the Fed Reserve?
Who is the Chairmaln of the Fed? Who are the Cabinet heads? What two
justices has Clinton, the "yarmulke kid," added to the Supreme Court? Who
owns Time, Newsweek, US News & World Report Who owns all the major
newspapers of this country? Who has the largest P A C in the USA? Who
brought about the end to segregation? Who spark-plugged the Civil Rights
Acts? Who changed our immigration laws to let in the "mud" peoples? Who
claims an impossible holocaust? W h o claims their suffering is all that
matters? Who whine at the slightest criticism of themselves? Well, friends,
the answer to all those questions and more is: the Jews. Yet,_they are only 3%
of our population. Their insatiable greed will be our strongest ally in the
coming great struggle that looms a time line away.
SoV..that's why I'm bitter. Aren't you, fellow Aryan?
...Trut'h, Honor, duty, folk...
E.H., Arkansas
ffl
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Dear Mr. Dietz:
I found the article "Under Two Flags" (August LB) quite interesting
reading which furnished some valuable historical insights, but it is marred
here and there by factual errors. Example: Germany Must Perish
Tetommcadcd sterillzatiofi, not starvation, as amethod of genocide of
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Germans (pige 52). Weichardt w ^ perhaps'thinking of the Morgenthau
Plan, which Roosevelt initialed in September, 1944.
In any event, I noted a statement in J.B. Campbell's "Introduction"
with which I agree strongly: "Lately there has appeared in this journal a
peculiar contempt for Historical Revisionism. The latter has undeniably
been slashing and chopping the roots of contemporary Jewish power
"
(pagel).
Charles Weber

m m ®
Dear George,
It was good, to talk to you on the phone. As per our conversation, I
would like for you to mall me four additional copies of the August LB. The
long article by Heinz Weichardt is not only to the point, but describes the
times before W W 2 in Germany really honesdy and truly indeed and for this
this man doe? deserve our recognition. I must admit here, Heinz Weichardt
was a lucky fellow indeed, for he did not experience the bitter end of the war
and its aftermath. Still he gave us an unbiased account and for this we must
be grateful to him.
, ,
It must be mentioned here, his observation that no National Socialist
would ever desecrate the Germanic symbol by smearing the swastika on odd'
places, is quite correct. I myself have seen swastikas displayed in museums
from ancient Roman times as well as some North-American Indian
swastikas, created by their silversmiths. That is why I do wonder who
smeared those swastikas,in red on walls, synagogues and other places^..
With best \yishes,
'
E.G., Maryland

m m m
Dear Mr. Dietz:
Tiriie has taken its toll on this old timer which has resulted i n my
having ,to curtail my reading. This has necessitated cancellation of rnany of
my periodicals due to the; limited time alloted, to me for reading.
Unfortunately this inlcudes the excellent Z.z'^CT-/)'fif//.
, • '
In leaving your mailing hst I would like to point out thzt Liberty Bell
provided my research with a new outlook on W W II and numerous cultural
changes witnessed in its wake. Particular note is made of one of your
contributing historians. Dr. Charles E. Weber, ph.D. who is'Chairman,
Committee for'the Reexamination of the History of the Second World War.
I regard Dr.,Weber,as the Western Hemisphere's Ivor,Benson and lodk
forward to the day when his various Bulletins aire presented in book form,
~
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ThrcjWgbl -Rr. l^eber and the Liberty Bell, the truth will out. I save what litde
sigl}|: r|?ay,e
Jfb
' • ^ i t h .thjf M r . Dietz, I thajil;; ypi| for your .cpntri|3Ution to my own
knowledge and offer my personal congratulations for a job and effort well
performed.
Fraternally,
H.E.W., M . D . . Maryland

m m m
Dear Mr. Dietz:
I thought the August Liberty Bellvery good. I shall enclose a check fo
cover ten copie?. I shall send them to some people I know; some still
brainwashed into believing the tale of the 6 million.
Thank yoU)
Mrs. M . K . , Oregon
®

© ffi

Dear Eciitor:
CQngratuHtipns on the Jordan piece in the latest [September] issue. It
has ^trengtjiened rny resolve to take a stand in the very near future in my
own newsletter. Many thanks for a top journal.
Molly Gill, Editor/Publisher
The Rational Feminist,
10500 Ulmerton Rd #726-202
Largo, FL 34641
SB ffl ©

The 9/95 piece by Colin Jordan is right on the mark. Christianity =
Death.
H.A.T., California
© ffl ffi
Dear Mr. Dietz,
...Miss Dr. Oliver's Postscripts very much. •—• Enjoyed "Under Two
Flags." •
Mrs. C.A., New York
ffl 8B ©

Dear Mr. Dietz:
I was a civilian war worker at Boston Navy Yard from mid 1940 to mid
1943. Some time in mid 1941 the destroyer Kearney was being used against
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the Germaji submarine fleet on the orders of Frajiklin D . Roosevelt and was
hit by a torpedo beside one of the boiler rooms. The keel was not broken, so
that although the whole starboard side of the ship was opened up, it did not
sink, and was gotten to the harbor of Reikjavik in Iceland where It was
temporarily patched over. It was then brought to Boston Navy Yard.
I was working on a destroyer tied up to a dock, another destroyer was
tied up outboard to that one. I hadn't nodced its idenrity. Just at dusk I was
woirking on the main deck and saw men carrying white objects across the
deck of the ship that I was working on. The white objects were the
enshrouded dead being taken off the Kearney after the wreckage inside the
ship had been removed so that the workmen could get to them.
I remember standing in the doorway of the deck house and cursing the
treasonous, murderous Roosevelt till the air must have been blue all around,
thinking of how he would be gloating over this! This still seethes in my
memory after fifty years.
There were many Jews who made it no secret that they were working in
the Navy Yard to escape the draft in their war. It was reported in the
newspapers at that time that some Jew doctors were supplying medicine to
Jews so that when they had to report for the physical examination for the
draft it would appear that they had heart trouble, and so they didn't get
drafted. Many of us would have loved to throw them overboard!
O f course it is now known that Roosevelt had sent a secret ultimatum
to Japan designed to leave Japan no choice but war. He got caught red
handed at that one, and a summary of the content of his ultimatum was
splashed across the front pages of the Boston newspapers. I well remember
how I read it to the other man who stayed at the rooming house with me.
He commented, "This means war tomorrow." I agreed. It was indeed "A day
of infamy" on the part of Roosevelt and his manipulators who brought it.
about.
I worked at Pearl Harbor Navy Yard from mid 1943 to the end of
1944. While there I met several of the "old timers" who had been there some
time before the "blitz." They all agreed that they had never seen so many
ships at Pearl Harbor before, and thought that they had been ordered in
there to be used as decoys.
Retired war worker,
K.C., New York
©

©

©

Dear George,
Enclosed please find a note received from Thies Christophersen. Since
he was ousted from Denmark his illness is worse. It is a shame that the
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insuratice is not covering h i m . A n d it is twice die shame chat he finds himself
forgotte'o.
George, I am sending you this letter not knowing whether you already
know this or not. B u t Just i n case that you are unaware o f it, and that you
may want to help change his present outlook, I decided to send you the
latest news from h i m .
Someone like h i m and yourself, should such misfortune ever befall you,
should never be forced having to face the future without all the help from
everybody that ever fought for Deutschland...having let such persons carry
the biggest load while leading them.
I hope that I ' m p r e s e n t i n g this issue i n the sense it is meant, a n d
understood as such.
M i t deutschem Gruss, sincerely yours,
H . H . B . , N e w York State
Correspondence and contributions are urgently needed and should be
sertt to T h i e s C h r i s t o p h e r s e n , p o s t l a g e r n d , C H - 2 5 5 2 O r p u n d ,
SWITZEiRLAND.
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S U R V I V E ?

' Th4f Is the obvious question posocf by Jean RaspaB's tenlfying novel of

iHe swamping of the VVhite worid by an unlimitfecj flood of^non-White
•'refugee$<'' But there fs also a fess obvlgus and even mori|jndafTi$nt4 ,
question: Must Whiles fthd fhejr way fo a hew Morality,suiid a' hew spk'h
tuaiity In order fo face the moral cHaKenge^ ot the ii^esertf-aHd bVer- '
come them? THE 'CAMP OF THE'SAINTS is t'h'e mostjrigh'lehttig iiodk
'you VM'II ever read It Is'JrIghtenIng because it Is utterly b^lie'vabfe; The "armada of mfugee, ships (n Raspail's story Is -exactlyflk'e'th'eone that
dlJrnped iso.ooo CUb'a'ns fro'm FWel Castro's prisons"ani insane asy/
iiitTB on oUr'shores in-1980 — except this,time the armadajs frorn'
'Ihaia, vvith Moreihan-^g'times as'lafg'e a |bpuTat(onrAhd1t!!s'ont'th'|''/^^^
, 'f&st arimia 'of rmny.'If'any book"Wiil awaken White'Ani'rcahs^'J'Hi y

danger th'^'y face irotn 'u'ncontroiied Immigration, rl'sTf^e

OAMP-

'OF- -

THE SAINTS. For your copy (Order No. 03014), send $10.00'plus $1,50 ,

,^ for postage,an'd haodffng}lo;
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Box^l, Reedy'WV 25270 OSA.
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KEEP THE L/BfRTYBELt RINGING!
P l e a s e r e m e m b e r : Our Fighit is Your fightl D o n a t e w h a t e v e r y o u
c a n s p a r e o n a r e g u l a r — m o n t h l y or q u a r t e r l y — b a s i s . W h e t h e r it Is
$2., $5., $20., or $ 1 0 0 . o r m o r e ; rest a s s u r e d it is n e e d e d here a n d
will b e u s e d in our c o m m o n struggle. If y o u a r e a b u s i n e s s m a n ,
p o s t a g e s t a m p s in a n y d e n o m i n a t i o n are a legitimate b u s i n e s s e x p e n s e — a n d w e n e e d a n d u s e m a n y of t h e s e here every m o n t h - '
a n d will be gratefully a c c e p t e d a s d o n a t i o n s .
Y o u r d o n a t i o n s will help us s p r e a d the Message
of Liberty a n d
White Sun/lval t h r o u g h o u t the land, b y m a k i n g available additional
c o p i e s of o u r printed material to fellow W h i t e s w h o d o not yet k n o w
what is in store for t h e m .
O r d e r o u r p a m p h l e t s , b o o k l e t s , a n d , m o s t importantly, o u r
reprints of revealing articles w h i c h are ideally suited for m a s s d i s tribution at r e a s o n a b l e cost. O r d e r extra c o p i e s of Liberty Bell for
distribution to y o u r circle of friends, n e i g h b o r s , and'relatives, urging
t h e m t o s u b s c r i b e t o o u r unique p u b l i c a t i o n . O u r bulk p r i c e s a r e
s h o w n o n the inside front c o v e r of every issue of Liberty Bell.
(
P a s s a l o n g y o u r copy of Liberty Bell, a n d c o p i e s of reprints y o u
o b t a i n e d from, us, to friends a n d a c q u a i n t a n c e s w h o m a y be o n our
" w a v e l e n g t h , " a n d urge t h e m to c o n t a c t us for m o r e of the s a m e .
C a r r y o n the fight to free our White p e o p l e f r o m the s h a c k l e s of
alieri d o m i n a t i o n , even if y o u c a n o n l y Join o u r ranks in spirit. Y o u
c a n p r o v i d e for this b y bequest. T h e following are s u g g e s t e d f o r m s
of b e q u e s t s w h i c h y o u m a y Include in y o u r Last Will a n d T e s t a m e n t :
1.1 b e q u e a t h to Mr. G e o r g e P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
P u b l i c a t i o n s , P.O. B o x 2 1 , . R e e d y W V 2 5 2 7 0 U S A , the s u m of $ . . .
for general p u r p o s e s .
2.1 b e q u e a t h to Mr. G e o r g e P. Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
P u b l i c a t i o n s , P.O. B o x 2 1 , R e e d y W V 25270 U S A , t h e following
d e s c r i b e d property
for general p u r p o s e s .
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